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Abstract
The term rule-based program is meant to include definite clause programs, SOS specifications,
attribute grammars, and conditional rewrite systems. These setups are widely used for the executable
specification or implementation of language-based tools, e.g., interpreters, translators, type checkers,
program analysers, and program transformations.
We provide a pragmatic, transformation-based approach for expressing and tracking changes in
rule-based programs in the course of program evolution. To this end, we design an operator suite for
the transformation of rule-based programs. The operators facilitate steps for clean-up, refactoring,
and enhancement. We use SOS-based interpreter examples to illustrate evolution of rule-based pro-
grams. We use logic programming to execute the examples, while the relevant evolution operators
are made available as logic meta-programs.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The research context of this paper is software evolution for declarative programming
and executable specification. More specifically, we are concerned with the following kinds
of programs or executable specifications:
• Logic programs, most notably definite clause programs.
• SOS specifications (small step and big step style).
• Attribute grammars (in Knuth’s sense, but also other notations).
• Constructive algebraic specifications and conditional rewrite systems.
• First-order functional programs.
We use the term rule-based programs to refer to such programs or specifications.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of an operational semantics for an object-oriented programming language.
An evolution scenario. Software evolution is a widely established field in mainstream
programming and software engineering. In the present paper, we adopt software evolution to
rule-based programming. In general, software evolution is understood to mean change in
properties (or attributes) of software. In Fig. 1, an example of changing a rule-based program
is illustrated, while employing Natural Semantics [27]. The example deals with the evolution
of an operational semantics for an object-oriented programming language. We only show the
rule for the meaning of method calls.1 The evolution scenario is about facilitating method-call
interception (MCI [40]). That is, the execution of a method call can potentially involve extra
functionality to be executed before and after the actual method body; see the underlined pre-
mises in the lower part of the figure. This extra functionality is also called before and after
advice in aspect-oriented programming [21,29]. The details of the semantical rules are not so
important, but the example is rather meant to illustrate some sorts of changes.
Evolutionary transformations. In the present paper, we use transformations for chang-
ing rule-based programs. In the example, we need to perform transformations to add the
underlined premises, and to rearrange the data flow for the object store 3, . . . , 5. We
also need to set up the data flow for the preliminary result of a method call, which is poten-
tially revised by the after advice; see the variables υ and υ ′. The following transformation
sequence tracks these changes:
• inject(..., [call]) (Inject extra premises before(. . . ) and after(. . . ))
• refresh(, [call]) (Disconnect positions for stores )
• refresh(υ, [call]) (Disconnect positions for values υ)
1 Specification details: The judgement for expression evaluation takes the form T ,, ρ, η  exp ⇒ υ,′.
Here, T is the method table,  is the input store, ′ is the output store, ρ is the object reference denoted by “this”,
η is the environment for method arguments and let-bindings, and υ is the result of expression evaluation. The rule
defines the semantics of method calls as follows. In premise (1), the callee for the method call is determined. In
premise (2), the virtual method-table lookup is performed. In premise (3), the arguments are evaluated. In premise
(4), the environment for the method execution is constructed. In premise (5), the method body is performed.
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• thread(, [call]) (Establish threading-like data flow for stores)
• thread(υ, [call]) (Establish threading-like data flow for values)
This sequence derives the evolved rule [call] in the lower part of the figure from the original
rule [call] in the upper part. The evolution operators inject, refresh and thread are employed
to complete the full evolution scenario. We will explain the operators in detail later. A rule-
based programmer can write down such transformation sequences as an operationalisation
and documentation of a change. One can also think of interactive transformations, where
such transformation sequences are produced in the background. In the present paper, we
view evolutionary transformations as meta-programs. In fact, the paper is backed up by
a Prolog-based meta-programming framework—the Rule Evolution Kit (REK [64]). REK
offers a list of evolution operators, and it comes with examples that illustrate the approach
within the domain of language interpretation.
A discipline of editing. We view evolutionary transformations as a tool to express the
programmer’s intentions about changing programs in a disciplined and convenient manner.
We aim at an operator suite that captures many typical sorts of changes that programmers
otherwise perform using text or structure editors. The added value of using transformations
is that the changes are tracked, and that one can reason about the changes by referring
to the transformation properties of the involved operators. We will deal with a number
transformation properties as opposed to simply semantics preservation. These properties
help assessing the direction of evolution and the degree of preservation. Let us consider a
very simple editing scenario, where a program B could be derived from a program A by
removing some rules, and adding some other rules. This is a very syntactical formulation
because the roles of the removed and added rules are not yet identified. For instance, adding
a rule can serve quite different purposes:
• An added rule can extend an existing definition by a new case.
• An added rule can provide a so-far lacking definition.
• An added rule can provide a so-far lacking base case.
• An added rule could introduce a completely new definition.
Evolutionary transformations can readily distinguish these situations. So even if all of the
above scenarios amount to the same syntactical operation of adding a rule, there can be
different evolution operators that use preconditions to restrict themselves to the respective
scenario.
Evolution in context. There are two approaches that are complementary:
• “Don’t transform! Be extensible!”: Assuming a well-understood design space for a
problem domain, one can try to reduce evolution to extensibility. A showcase is the
domain of programming language semantics, where extensibility means that the speci-
fication of a given language construct should ideally be definitive, i.e., no revisions are
required when new language constructs are added [16,41,49,50,52]. Extensibility rests
on powerful forms of parameterisation, abstraction, and modular composition as, for
example, in Modular SOS [51]. By contrast, our approach applies to basic rule-based
notations, and it acts as a disciplined replacement for editing, which includes general
program revision and refactoring in addition to merely program extension.
• “Prove your transformations!”: Transformational program development [8,9,56,60]
advocates the use of transformations for the derivation of (efficient) implementations
from (high-level) specifications. This approach relies on semantics-preserving trans-
formations, maybe modulo a refinement relation, and it is normally coupled with a
mathematical modus operandi. Our approach is more pragmatic. We advocate tracking
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more general program changes on the basis of an editing-like intuition for clean-up,
refactoring, and enhancement. We do not insist on semantics preservation for several
reasons. Firstly, this would rule out evolution scenarios other than refactoring. Sec-
ondly, compound changes often involve intermediate results that do not meet semantics
preservation. Thirdly, side conditions for semantics preservation are often not amenable
to automatic checking. Evolutionary transformations involve checkable preconditions,
but proofs of any form are not requested from programmers.
Road-map of the paper
• In Section 2, we work through a number of evolution scenarios using interpreter exam-
ples. We take advantage of the Prolog-based implementation of our approach as sup-
ported by REK—the Rule Evolution Kit [64].
• In Section 3, we provide a characterisation of rule-based programs, which takes evo-
lution into account. Most notably, evolution relations are identified that are meant to
measure the distance between an original and an evolved program.
• In Section 4, we define primitive operators for evolutionary transformations. This devel-
opment is based on an abstract classification of syntactical categories and their corre-
sponding evolution operators.
• In Section 5, we define some typical derived operators. These are schemes of program
adaptation that iterate over a program in a certain way, and that use simple analyses to
drive the adaptation.
• In Section 6, we discuss related work. This discussion will relate the evolutionary
approach to complementary notions, namely modular SOS, transformational program
development, stepwise enhancement, and stepwise refinement.
• In Section 7, the paper is concluded.
2. Illustrative evolution scenarios
To explore evolution scenarios, we will now work through a number of interpreter exam-
ples. The examples cover different facets of evolution: enhancement, refactoring, and revi-
sion. We have chosen language interpretation because this is a standard benchmark for
methods of reuse [16,41,50,52]. All the specifications to come are executable, tested Prolog
programs in virtue of REK—the Rule Evolution Kit for Prolog [64]. In fact, these Prolog
programs can be viewed as (encodings of) SOS rules on the basis of widely established
mappings from SOS to Prolog [17,57,69]. The evolution scenarios are operationalised by
means of logic meta-programming. That is, we describe the evolution of an interpreter in
terms of applications of meta-program operators.
We will begin with an interpreter for a trivial expression language, which is sufficient
to explain some notational issues. We will then provide pure, impure, functional, object-
oriented and aspect-oriented extensions of the interpreter. The last interpreter will indeed
reconstruct the introductory example from Fig. 1. The evolution scenarios will require
meta-program operators such as the following:
• Add argument positions to existing predicates.
• Wrap argument positions as terms or tuples.
• Establish an environment- or state-like data flow.
• Inject additional literals into existing clauses.
• Revise data flow in existing clauses.
• Turn existing type aliases into proper new datatypes.
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• Perform some forms of normalisation.
• Migrate from big-step to small-step style of SOS.
2.1. SIMPLE—an expression language
There are three constructs in the simple language: constants, binary (arithmetic) expres-
sions, and if-expressions. Using REK’s notation for algebraic datatypes, the corresponding
abstract syntax is declared as follows:2
:- data exp = const(number) % Constants
| binary(exp,op,exp) % Binary expressions
| if(exp,exp,exp). % If-expressions
We omit the definition of the datatype op, which comprises the normal binary operators on
number types. The evaluation of an expression is meant to return a number. (The datatype
number is a basic datatype of Prolog; it comprises integer and float.) For clarity, we define
a corresponding type alias val for results of expression evaluation:
:- alias val = number.
The predicate for expression evaluation is of the following type in REK:3
:- profile evaluate(+exp,-val).
The following clauses define the interpreter:
evaluate(const(Number),Number).
evaluate(binary(Exp0,Op,Exp1),Val2) :-
evaluate(Exp0,Val0),
evaluate(Exp1,Val1),
apply_bop(Op,Val0,Val1,Val2).
evaluate(if(Exp0,Exp1,_Exp2),Val1) :-
evaluate(Exp0,Val0),
is_not_zero(Val0),
evaluate(Exp1,Val1).
For example, the second clause defines that binary expressions are evaluated by evaluating
both operands and applying the operator to the two obtained values. We omit the definitions
2 Notation: Datatypes are declared by Prolog directives starting with “:- data ...”. The various construc-
tor declarations of a datatype are separated by “|”. We refer to [5,12,25,48] for background on type-checking logic
programs. REK’s notation is adopted from [46].
3 Notation: Predicate types are prefixed by “:- profile ...”, and each argument position can be asso-
ciated with a sort and a mode. Again, this notation is adopted from [46]. The modes “+” and “-” denote input
resp. output positions. The intuition is that predicates compute output positions from input positions. We refer
to [5,12,25] for some background on modes in logic programming.
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of trivial helper predicates for testing for “0” (i.e., is_zero/1 and is_not_zero/1), and for
applying binary operators (i.e., apply_bop/4).
2.2. IMPURE = SIMPLE + imperative constructs
We will now add some imperative constructs to SIMPLE, namely:
:- data exp = var(varid) % Read a variable
| assign(varid,exp) % Assign to a variable
| concat(exp,exp) % Sequential composition
| while(exp,exp). % While-loops
:- alias varid = atom.
These new constructor declarations are simply added to the previous expression forms.
Eventually we need to add a store to evaluate/2 so that we can model imperative variables.
However, the last two constructs given above do not directly interact with stores. Hence,
we just add the two corresponding clauses to SIMPLE’s predicate evaluate/2:
evaluate(concat(Exp1,Exp2),Val) :-
evaluate(Exp1,_Val),
evaluate(Exp2,Val).
evaluate(while(Exp1,Exp2),Val1) :-
evaluate(if(Exp1,concat(Exp2,while(Exp1,Exp2)),const(0)),Val1).
These two clauses and SIMPLE’s clauses have to be lifted to a store-aware semantic model.
Stores are lists of variable identifier-value pairs. We define a corresponding type alias:
:- alias store = [(varid,val)].
We are now in the position to extend the predicate for expression evaluation by adding
positions of type store. In fact, we need both an input and an output position. This is
achieved by the following two transformations:
:- add(+store,evaluate).
:- add(-store,evaluate).
These are Prolog directives that invoke a meta-programming operator add/2 for adding
parameters to predicates. All such operators directly operate on Prolog’s database. The
type of the predicate for expression evaluation has grown as follows:
:- profile evaluate(+exp,+store,-val,-store).
For instance, the clause for sequential composition has evolved as follows:
evaluate(concat(Exp0,Exp1),_Store0,Val1,_Store5) :-
evaluate(Exp0,_Store1,_Val0,_Store2),
evaluate(Exp1,_Store3,Val1,_Store4).
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That is, there are various new variables of type store. We still need to unify these variables
in a way to encode state passing.4 This is achieved by the application of another operator:
:- thread(store).
The name thread hints at the data flow that is wired up with this operator. That is, the store
enters a clause via the input position of the head, and then it is threaded through the body,
and finally it leaves the clause via the output position of the head. For instance, the clause
for sequential composition has further evolved as follows:
evaluate(concat(Exp0,Exp1),Store0,Val1,Store2) :-
evaluate(Exp0,Store0,_Val0,Store1),
evaluate(Exp1,Store1,Val1,Store2).
This is the normal semantics of sequential composition in an imperative language with a
store. As a last step, it remains to add the constructs for variable access:
evaluate(var(Varid),Store,Val,Store) :-
lookup(Store,Varid,Val).
evaluate(assign(Varid,Exp),Store0,Val,Store2) :-
evaluate(Exp,Store0,Val,Store1),
modify(Store1,Varid,Val,Store2).
That is, we simply add two more clauses relying on the fact that the semantic model for
expression evaluation has been elaborated previously to include stores. For brevity, we
omit the straightforward specifications of the predicates lookup/3 for looking up values
from finite maps, and modify/4 for modifying finite maps in a point. This completes our
first evolution scenario.
2.3. PURE = SIMPLE + let-bindings
Let us also consider a PURE extension of SIMPLE, where we add let-bindings instead of
imperative variables. These are the corresponding constructs:
:- data exp = var(varid) % Read a variable
| let(varid,exp,exp). % Let-expressions
:- alias varid = atom.
The semantics of lets employs environments according to the following type alias:
:- alias env = [(varid,val)].
4 Terminology: State passing is a common term in the context of functional programming [74]. Such state
passing is also called accumulation in logic programming [70], or a chain or a bucket brigade in the case of
attribute grammars [3,34].
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The following transformations establish environments in SIMPLE’s clauses:
:- add(+env,evaluate).
:- thread(env).
That is, an input position of type env is added, and we again employ the thread/1 operator
for wiring up the data flow for the added parameters. This time, environment passing is
achieved because there is only an input position of the relevant type. For instance, the
interpretation of binary expressions evolves as follows:
evaluate(binary(Exp0,Op,Exp1),Env,Val2) :-
evaluate(Exp0,Env,Val0),
evaluate(Exp1,Env,Val1),
apply_bop(Op,Val0,Val1,Val2).
That is, the environment Env enters the clause via the new parameter in the head, which is
then passed on to some premises in the body. The PURE extension of SIMPLE is completed
by adding the clauses for variables and let-expressions:
evaluate(var(Varid),Env,Val) :-
lookup(Env,Varid,Val).
evaluate(let(Varid,Exp0,Exp1),Env0,Val1) :-
evaluate(Exp0,Env0,Val0),
modify(Env0,Varid,Val0,Env1),
evaluate(Exp1,Env1,Val1).
The PURE and IMPURE extensions showcase the overall mode of extension when using evo-
lutionary transformations: clauses for new constructs are added once the preexisting clauses
were lifted to the required semantic model. The PURE and the IMPURE extension could be
combined to provide both pure variables and impure locations as in a SML-like language [53].
2.4. FUN = PURE + functions
We will now enhance PURE to become a simple functional language in the sense of an
applied λ-calculus. As far as abstract syntax is concerned, this necessitates the following
extension:
:- data exp = lambda(varid,exp) % Lambda-abstractions
| apply(exp,exp). % Function applications
As far as the semantic domains are concerned, we need to enhance the structure of val-
ues that are obtained by expression evaluation. This is because the result of evaluating a
λ-abstraction is a function closure. While we considered the domain val to coincide with
number so far, we now have to turn it into a proper datatype. This is expressed by the
following transformation:
:- newtype(val,num).
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At the type level, this implies that the original type alias val becomes a proper datatype
declaration as if it were declared as follows:
:- data val = num(number).
The application of the newtype/2 operator also implies that all clauses evolve such that each
and every parameter of type val is wrapped by the functor num. For instance, the clauses
for constants and let-expressions evolve as follows:
evaluate(const(Number),_Env,num(Number)).
evaluate(let(Varid,Exp0,Exp1),Env0,num(Number1)) :-
evaluate(Exp0,Env0,num(Number0)),
modify(Env0,Varid,num(Number0),Env1),
evaluate(Exp1,Env1,num(Number1)).
Notice the added occurrences of num/1. The fact for constants is perfectly appropriate
because it is concerned with the num-case of val. That is, the abstract syntactical term
const(Number) evaluates to the value num(Number). However, the clause for let-expressions
is overly specific in the view of the planned extension. That is, the various occurrences
of injections and projections via the functor num/1 preclude the application of this rule to
expressions with results other than numbers. The following transformation resolves this
issue:
:- relax(val).
For instance, it affects the clause for let-expressions as follows:
evaluate(let(Varid,Exp0,Exp1),Env0,Val1) :-
evaluate(Exp0,Env0,Val0),
modify(Env0,Varid,Val0,Env1),
evaluate(Exp1,Env1,Val1).
The terms on the result positions are now all plain variables as opposed to the earlier terms
that were of the form num(. . . ). This reflects that a let-expression does not constrain the
result types for the evaluation of its ingredients. The operator relax/1 supports a certain
form of anti-unification [43,58,65]. Namely, terms of the given type are replaced by vari-
ables. The operator checks that there is precisely one functor for the given type because
this guarantees that the occurrences of the functor do not properly constrain the term at
hand anyway.
We are now in the position to elaborate the datatype val such that function closures are
accommodated, while we repeat the preexisting functor num for clarity:
:- data val = num(number) % Numbers as values
| fun(env,varid,exp). % Function closures
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We are now done with all preparations so that we can add the clauses that interpret λ-
abstractions and function applications:
evaluate(lambda(Var,Exp),Env,fun(Env,Var,Exp)).
evaluate(apply(Exp1,Exp2),Env0,Val0) :-
evaluate(Exp1,Env0,fun(Env1,Var,Exp0)),
evaluate(Exp2,Env0,Val2),
modify(Env1,Var,Val2,Env2),
evaluate(Exp0,Env2,Val0).
We note that the previous examples PURE and IMPURE emphasised evolution in the argu-
ment dimension including data flow, while the example FUN demonstrated evolution in the
datatype dimension including term matching and building.
2.5. STEP = PURE but in small-step style
The interpreter examples that we saw so far are all given in big-step style (i.e., Nat-
ural Semantics [27]). In principle, one might favour different styles, namely big-step vs.
small-step vs. mixed style; see [52,59] for a discussion. For instance, it is commonplace
to describe the semantics of language constructs for concurrency in small-step style. A
benefit of a transformation framework like REK is that there is no need for a commit-
ment to this or that style, but—subject to reasonable preconditions—one can go back and
forth between big-step and small-step style; one can also mix these styles on a per-pred-
icate basis. The detailed discussion of such style conversions is beyond the scope of this
paper, but we will illustrate the evolution of PURE’s big-step semantics into small-step
style.
The first provision is to enable the value-added syntax trees of a small-step semantics.
To this end, we add a constructor val2exp to potentially embed evaluation results into the
expression domain, i.e., val2exp goes from val to exp:
:- data exp = val2exp(val).
We now need to change the profile of evaluate/3 such that the output position of type
val becomes of type exp. Such an adapted type is a prerequisite for small steps, which
relate two expressions—as opposed to big steps, which relate an expression and an ultimate
evaluation result. Changing the predicate’s type alone would not be valid, but we also
need to wrap the affected terms using val2exp. This is accomplished by the following
transformation:
:- othertype(evaluate,val2exp).
The operator othertype is a cousin of newtype, which we used in the construction of FUN.
Both operators wrap a position by a unary functor. In the case of othertype, the rele-
vant functor is type-changing. Here is the changed type of evaluate, and we also show
the evolved clause for let-expressions, which involves several occurrences of the val2exp
wrapper:
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:- profile evaluate(+exp,+env,-exp).
evaluate(let(Varid,Exp0,Exp1),Env0,val2exp(Val1)) :-
evaluate(Exp0,Env0,val2exp(Val0)),
modify(Env0,Varid,Val0,Env1),
evaluate(Exp1,Env1,val2exp(Val1)).
The type of evaluate/3 is now readily prepared to make the transition from big-step to
small-step style. This transition is issued as follows:
:- big2small(evaluate,exp).
The operator big2small takes the predicate to be transformed as well as the type on which
induction is performed. The operator performs a type-preserving transformation for the
given predicate while splitting up clauses such that small steps are performed. Here are the
three small-step clauses for let-expressions, which were derived from the big-step clause:
evaluate( let(Varid,Exp0,Exp1), Env
, let(Varid,Exp2,Exp1)
)
:- evaluate(Exp0,Env,Exp2).
evaluate( let(Varid,val2exp(Val),Exp0) ,Env0
, let(Varid,val2exp(Val),Exp1)
)
:- modify(Env0,Varid,Val,Env1), evaluate(Exp0,Env1,Exp1).
evaluate( let(Varid,val2exp(Val0),val2exp(Val1)), Env0
, val2exp(Val1)
)
:- modify(Env0,Varid,Val0,_Env1).
The inner workings of this operator are somewhat involved,5 but the overall scheme can
be summarised as follows. There are as many small-step rules as there are premises in the
big-step rule plus an extra rule for the final step. The rule ‘per premise’ performs one step
for the subterm at hand. The last step computes the final result from the reduced subterms.
This applies to the above rules for let-expressions as follows. The first rule progresses with
the expression Exp0 in let(. . . ,Exp0,. . . ). The second rule progresses with the expression
Exp1 in let(. . . ,. . . ,Exp1). The last rule returns the value obtained from the latter expression
as the result of the let-expression.
We can recover a big-step relation by providing a predicate that takes the transitive
closure of the small-step relation. The following predicate evaluate_big/3 computes this
closure. For clarity, we also rename the predicate evaluate/3 to evaluate_small/3:
5 The big2small operator relies on a number of non-trivial assumptions. Most notably, the data flow is
searched for state or environment passing. The obtained information is then used to control the order of steps.
Also, notational variations on structural induction have to be harmonised. Furthermore, the operator performs
normalisations, e.g., for the removal of double steps.
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:- rename(pred(evaluate/3),pred(evaluate_small/3)).
evaluate_big(Exp0,Env,Val) :-
evaluate_small(Exp0,Env,Exp1), % Do one step!
( evaluate_big(Exp1,Env,Val) % Do more steps if possible!
; Exp1 = val2exp(Val) % All steps done; value found.
).
We note that this example goes beyond the earlier examples in that it does not simply elab-
orate predicate profiles, or data flow, or datatype structure, but it rather mediates between
different styles.
2.6. OO = PURE + object-oriented constructs
We pick up PURE again to extend it this time with object-oriented constructs. To see
what will come, we provide the abstract syntax of the new expression forms:
:- data exp = this % The active object
| get(exp,field) % Reading field access
| set(exp,field,exp) % Writing field access
| new(class) % Object construction
| call(exp,meth,[exp]). % Method calls
:- alias class = atom. % Class ids
:- alias field = atom. % Field ids
:- alias meth = atom. % Method ids
We begin with a number of very simple transformations. That is, some predicates are
renamed to avoid name clashes, and the type for expression evaluation is turned into a
proper datatype:
:- rename(alias(env),alias(argenv)).
:- rename(pred(lookup/3),pred(lookupArgenv/3)).
:- rename(pred(modify/4),pred(modifyArgenv/4)).
:- newtype(val,num).
:- relax(val).
The semantic model of the forthcoming OO language requires the following extension of
type val, and some additional domains for method tables, object stores, and other common
ingredients [2,14,22]:
:- data val = num(number) % Numbers as results
| ref(ref). % Object references as results
:- alias ref = integer.
:- alias this = maybe(ref). % The active object
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:- alias vmt = [(class,meth,[varid],exp)]. % Method tables
:- alias store = [(ref,class,obj)]. % Object stores
:- alias obj = [(field,val)]. % Field-value pairs
We lift the PURE semantics to the OO level using transformations for threading akin to
those illustrated for the PURE and IMPURE extensions. That is, we need to add input and
output positions, and we need to establish environment and state passing:
:- add(+vmt,evaluate).
:- add(+this,evaluate).
:- thread(vmt).
:- thread(this).
:- add(+store,evaluate).
:- add(-store,evaluate).
:- thread(store).
For clarity, this is the current type of the judgement for expression evaluation:
:- profile evaluate(+exp,+vmt,+argenv,+this,+store,-val,-store).
One could argue that this judgement starts to become somewhat complex because of the
many argument positions. This calls for some refactoring, which will be accomplished
below indeed.
At this point, we can add clauses for the interpretation of object-oriented constructs.
Field access and object construction is omitted for brevity. The following two rules cover
the constructs this and call(. . . ):
evaluate(this,_Argenv,_Vmt,just(Ref),Store,ref(Ref),Store).
evaluate(call(Exp0,Meth,Exps),Argenv0,Vmt,This,Store0,Val,Store3)
:-
evaluate(Exp0,Argenv0,Vmt,This,Store0,ref(Ref),Store1), %1
evaluatelist(Exps,Argenv0,Vmt,This,Store1,Vals,Store2), %2
lookupVmt(Vmt,Store2,Ref,Meth,Varids,Exp1), %3
zip(Varids,Vals,Argenv1), %4
evaluate(Exp1,Argenv1,Vmt,just(Ref),Store2,Val,Store3). %5
The fact for this simply returns the active object as maintained as a dedicated argument of
the judgement. The clause for method calls models steps as follows:
(1) The receiver Ref of the call is determined by expression evaluation.
(2) The actual arguments Exps are evaluated resulting in a list Vals of values.
(3) The body and the formal arguments of the called method are looked up.
(4) Actual arguments are bound to argument names by zipping.
(5) The body of the called method is evaluated in the right environment.
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2.7. MCI = OO + method-call interception
We will now operationalise the introductory example. That is, we elaborate the OO
interpreter to integrate constructs for the interception of method calls. The central language
construct serves for superimposition of extra functionality onto selected method calls. Here
is the abstract syntax:
:- data exp = superimpose(
exp % Extra functionality (aka advice code)
, jpq % Join-point qualifier
, exp % Object whose invocations to be intercepted
, meth % Method whose invocations to be intercepted
).
:- data jpq = before | after.
That is, a superimposition expression adds functionality (say, advice) to a method of a
given object using a qualifier before vs. after. Advice code can typically interact with
all ingredients of the join point (such as caller, callee, arguments, result). For instance, in
after advice, one can refer to the preliminary result using the construct getResult.
:- data exp = getResult. % Read the call’s result
The MCI-enabled interpreter will need to maintain a registry for advice, and an environment
for join-point interaction. To this end, the following semantic domains are added:
:- alias mci = [ ( jpq % Join-point qualifier
, ref % Object whose invocations to intercept
, meth % Method whose invocations to intercept
, exp % Expression to be executed
, this % Registering object
)
].
:- alias resenv = maybe(val). % Preliminary return value if any
Each entry in the mci registry characterises a join point for executing extra functionality.
An entry also maintains the this reference of the superimposing site so that the advice
code can be executed in this environment.
The registry and the join-point environment are threaded as follows:
:- add(+mci,evaluate), add(-mci,evaluate).
:- add(+mci,evaluatelist), add(-mci,evaluatelist).
:- thread(mci).
:- add(+resenv,evaluate).
:- add(+resenv,evaluatelist).
:- thread(resenv).
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Before we continue with the MCI extension, we should refactor the predicate for expression
evaluation, which has meanwhile 10 positions. We can group several positions in a natural
manner. Namely. we can group environment- and state-like arguments. This refactoring is
accomplished as follows:
:- rename(alias(store),alias(objstore)).
:- alias env = (argenv,vmt,this,resenv).
:- alias store = (objstore,mci).
:- group(env).
:- group(store).
The operator group/1 turns the positions corresponding to the components of a tuple type
into a single position. That is, multiple predicate positions are wrapped by tuple construc-
tion. In the example, the object store and the MCI registry are grouped as a store-like
product, and the four components argenv, vmt, this and resenv are grouped as an environ-
ment-like product. As a result, we are back to a very simple type for expression evaluation:
:- profile evaluate(+exp,+env,+store,-val,-store).
We are now in the position to accommodate the semantics of method-call interception.
Most notably, this requires an adaptation of the existing clause for interpreting method
calls. That is, we have to instrument the clause such that additional premises model the
execution of relevant advice code before or after the execution of the method body. This is
accomplished by the following transformation:
:- inject((
evaluate(call(_,Meth,_),_,_,_,_) :-
_,
_,
lookupVmt(_,_,_,_,_,Exp),
_,
{ before(Ref,Meth,Argenv,Vmt,Store0,Store0) },
evaluate(Exp,(Argenv,Vmt,just(Ref),_),Store0,Val,Store1),
{ after(Ref,Meth,Argenv,Vmt,Val,Store1,Val,Store1) }
)).
The inject/1 operator takes the ‘sketch’ of a clause with additional premises surrounded
by {. . .}. By sketch we mean that the clause does not need to be written precisely as in
the database, but underscores and variables can abbreviate premises and terms. This serves
convenient and tolerant recording of clauses that need an adaptation. More formally, the
preexisting clause must be an instance of the sketch. The above example illustrates that the
new premises before(. . . ) and after(. . . ) can pick up variables of the preexisting premises.
This is useful to connect the new premises to data flow of the original clause. For brevity,
we omit the specification of before/6 and after/8, which simply iterate over the MCI
registry to execute advice code that is registered for the method call at hand.
Following this injection, we have to complete the data flow in the clause such that
threading of stores and preliminary results goes through the new premises. To this end,
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we use an operator refresh/2 to disconnect all positions of a given sort in the clause for
method calls, and then, we perform threading for this refreshed clause:
:- refresh(store,evaluate(call)).
:- refresh(val,evaluate(call)).
:- thread(store,evaluate(call)).
:- thread(val,evaluate(call)).
These operator applications employ an addressing mechanism where the relevant clause is
specified as evaluate(call). Here, evaluate denotes the relevant predicate, and call is the
functor selecting among the discriminated cases. Refreshment means that the variables of
the relevant sort are replaced by fresh ones—for each occurrence a fresh variable is chosen
as opposed to consistent renaming.
The semantics of superimpose(. . . ) and getResult are now straightforward:
evaluate( superimpose(Exp0,Jpq,Exp1,Meth)
, Env,Store1,ref(Ref),Store3
) :-
evaluate(Exp1,Env,Store1,ref(Ref),Store2),
Env = (_Argenv,_Vmt,This,_Resenv),
Entry = (Jpq,Ref,Meth,Exp0,This),
Store2 = (ObjStore,Mci),
Store3 = (ObjStore,[Entry|Mci]).
evaluate(getResult,(_,_,_,just(Val)),Store,Val,Store).
For superimpose(. . . ), we assemble an entry from all the operands of superimposition, and
we add it to the MCI registry. For getResult, we simply look up the dedicated component
from the environment.
This completes our aspect-oriented interpreter extension. We note that this extension
goes beyond plain semantics preservation. Most notably, premises were injected into
clauses to further constraint them, and the threading-like data flow in clauses was
refreshed such that extra premises could participate in the threads.
3. Evolution-enabled rule-based programs
We will now characterise rule-based programs—their syntax, typing, and semantics.
While we aim at an evolutionary approach that is meaningful for a variety of rule-based
notations, the following characterisation will be biased towards definite clause programs.
This is unavoidable in the view of a technical discussion. Nevertheless, we will comment
on other rule-based notations on several occasions. Our definition of rule-based programs
will emphasise evolutionary concerns. For instance, typing is arranged such that types are
readily useful in driving evolutionary transformations. Also, semantical issues of evolv-
ing programs are discussed. Furthermore, we will define various evolution relations on
rule-based programs, which capture directions of making progress in the course of evolu-
tion.
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3.1. Syntax of rule-based programs
In Fig. 2, we define a core syntax for rule-based programs, which deliberately resem-
bles the syntax of (typed) definite clause programs. We postpone discussing semantical
issues until Section 3.4. A rule-based program s is a collection of rules and types for
the occurring symbols. We use the notation (s) or (s) to extract the type contexts φ
and ψ for predicates and functors from a rule-based program s = φ;ψ  . . . We use s to
refer (ambiguously) to both a program and its collection of rules. For simplicity, we treat
collections of rules as sets, ignoring the fact that order is often relevant for the operational
semantics of rule-based notations. A rule takes the form of an implication, prefixed by a
type context ω for variables. The assertion preceding “⇐” is called the conclusion (or the
head of the rule), and the assertions following “⇐” are called premises (which are said
to form the body of the rule). We write the empty body as true. Assertions are atomic
formulae that apply predicate symbols to terms, which in turn are built from variables and
functors. We denote the definition of a predicate p in a program s by s/p, which is the
collection of all rules whose head applies p. This notation is also used for sets of predicate
symbols such as in s/{p1,...,pn}, which is the same as s/p1 ∪ · · · ∪ s/pn . We use preds(s) to
denote the set of all predicate symbols that are applied in any assertion in s—not counting
type declarations for predicates in this case.
Types—why? The fact that the syntax of rule-based programs involves type contexts in
the definitions of S (programs) and R (rules) seems to suggest that we require explicit
declarations of types for predicates, functors, and variables. While inference of some type
information might be acceptable, we indeed require explicit typing for the purpose of this
article. As we will clarify below, we do not require types for the reason of strong typing,
but we are rather interested in using type information for controlling meta-programming
operators for evolution. This will be discussed in detail in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Term-like data—why? It is debatable whether ‘data notation’ should be part of the es-
sence of rule-based programs. The diversity of data notations in rule-based programming
suggests to avoid commitment to a specific notation. Also, not every rule-based nota-
tion is readily bundled with data notation. For example, attribute grammars as defined by
Fig. 2. Syntax of rule-based programs.
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Knuth [30] only fix the specification of context-free structure and attribute dependencies
while assuming that an interpretation of attribute domains and function symbols will be
supplied at a different stage. We insist on having data notation in our core syntax be-
cause many meaningful evolution scenarios tend to involve data notation. Our choice for a
term-like data notation is in alignment with logic programs, SOS, and term rewriting.
Coverage of rule-based notations. We discuss some classes of rule-based notations and
how they match with the identified core syntax.
• The core syntax resembles definite clause programs quite faithfully. Types were added,
but this is widely established in logic programming by now [5,12,25,46,48]. Negative
literals as in general logic programs could be added to our syntax, but we omit them
here for simplicity. While the semantics of negation is reasonably understood [73], our
discussion of evolution would become unnecessarily complicated. Our implementation
REK [64] covers negation, and several other extensions.
• An SOS specification with its first-order configurations can be directly encoded in
the core syntax according to mappings of SOS to logic programs [17,69]. Again, one
could want to add negative premises (see [4] for a discussion), but we omit them
for simplicity. Our notation is akin to Pettersson’s typed Relational Meta-Language
(RML [57]), which is a programming language for Natural Semantics. The core syntax
misses RML’s basic datatypes, but our implementation REK [64] offers Prolog’s basic
types.
• A rewrite system can be turned into a rule-based program in a meaningful way if data
constructors (i.e., functors in our terminology) and other function symbols (i.e., predi-
cate symbols in our terminology) are readily separated. This is the case for constructive
algebraic specifications and first-order functional programs. Such rewrite systems can
be normalised to our core syntax. Essentially, for a given rewrite rule, one needs to
flatten nested applications of ordinary function symbols as series of premises. (This is
folklore.) For example, consider the following rewrite system for computing factorial:
fac(zero) → succ(zero)
fac(succ(x)) → mult(succ(x), fac(x))
Here we assume that x is a variable, while zero and succ are constructors for Naturals.
All the other symbols are ordinary function symbols. The rules can be flattened as
follows:
fac(zero, succ(zero)) ⇐ true
fac(succ(x), z) ⇐ fac(x, y) ∧ mult(succ(x), y, z)
That is, fac and mult became predicates, where the last position is for the result of
the original function. New variables y and z are used to name the intermediate results
originating from flattening.
• Various grammar-based formalisms, most notably, attribute grammars can be mapped
to our syntax. To this end, one will normally consider different kinds of predicate
symbols: terminals, nonterminals, and relational symbols that do not serve for word
derivation, but only for computations and conditions. Again, we take advantage of
the well-established link between grammar-based formalisms and definite clause pro-
grams [1,18,19,46,63,67].
Syntax-based evolution relations. Even at a syntactical level, we can start to identify
relations that characterise the distance between two rule-based programs, i.e., the original
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program and the evolved one. The most obvious relation is structural equality. The pro-
grams s and s′ are structurally equal, denoted by s = s′, if their representation according
to Fig. 2 is the same modulo renaming of variables. Renaming of functors and predicate
symbols should not be done implicitly, but we can define a dedicated relation for struc-
tural equality modulo renaming of functors or predicate symbols. Another way of relaxing
structural equality is to restrict the claim to a given set X of predicate symbols. Such
restricted claims are useful during evolution to clarify what parts of the evolving program
are (structurally) preserved. For instance, operating on a focus can be characterised in this
manner. Technically, the programs s and s′ are structurally equal restricted to X, denoted
by s =/X s′, if s/X = s′/X. Here, we assume that X ⊆ preds(s) ∪ preds(s′). This can be
inverted such that X enumerates exceptions as opposed to structurally equal predicates.
This is denoted as s =/X s′, which holds iff s =/Y s′ with Y = (preds(s) ∪ preds(s′)) \ X.
Equality claims can also be restricted to rules rather than predicates. One can also think of
more involved relations at the structural level. Most notably, one can consider projections
to relate two programs, namely projection of parameters in assertions as well as projection
of assertions in rule bodies [24,32,38,47,62]. Note that defining such structural relations
would already amount to defining transformations, which is not our intention at this stage.
We will later see that such structural projections can be characterised very concisely as
relations at the semantic level.
3.2. The link between sorts and evolution
We now start defining the static semantics of rule-based programs. Eventually, we will
identify notions of well-sortedness, well-modedness, and others. The present section will
focus on well-sortedness, by which we mean that predicate symbols, functors and variables
are used in accordance to the declared sorts. We will later add well-modedness, which is
about mode information (cf. ‘+’, ‘-’, ‘?’). While the definition of the static semantics is
largely straightforward, we will emphasise evolutionary concerns related to static seman-
tics.
Well-sortedness is defined in Fig. 3 using SOS. The given rules resemble a straightfor-
ward, many-sorted type system for definite clause programs. We also assume that well-
sortedness includes well-formedness of type contexts, but this is omitted in the figure for
brevity. It is routine work to make common extensions for basic datatypes, polymorphism,
and higher-order predicates. Our implementation REK [64] provides these extensions.
Holy well-sortedness. We require well-sortedness for all rule-based programs encountered
during evolution. In particular, evolution operators are supposed to only produce well-
sorted results if any. Also, when composing transformations from primitive operators, not
even an intermediate, non-observable result is allowed to be ill sorted. We will later see that
violating static properties other than well-sortedness can be acceptable for intermediate
results encountered during evolution, but well-sortedness is a basic requirement that must
be meet at all times.
Type-driven meta-programming. The many-sorted type system is not just meant for type
safety. Our evolutionary approach employs sorts (and modes) as abstract means to iden-
tify relevant program fragments. For instance, recall the operator newtype/2 from Sec-
tion 2.4. An application of it, as in newtype(val,num), collectively addresses all terms of
sort val, which can occur as arguments of assertions or as subterms. Addressing all these
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Fig. 3. Well-sortedness of rule-based programs.
locations without reference to a sort, say by enumerating positions, is clearly less adequate.
As another example, consider state passing. The positions for state passing are again iden-
tified by means of sorts (cf. the operator thread/1 in Section 2.2). This example also illus-
trates the role of modes in addressing predicate positions because threading distinguishes
input and output positions of the same sort. The use of sorts (and modes) as address-
ing mechanisms suggests that we need other type-related properties in addition to just
well-sortedness. For instance:
• The couple of a predicate p, a sort σ , and a mode m is said to uniquely select a position
in a given program s, if p has exactly one position of mode m and sort σ in s. This
property states that we can use documentary sorts (and modes) to address positions
rather than the indexes of the positions themselves.
• If a predicate meets unique position selection for all of its positions then we achieved
what we call position neutrality. This is a desirable property because it indeed allows
us to abstract from the order of arguments. We can rather identify arguments using their
sorts (and modes). One can even define structural equality modulo reordering positions
of position-neutral predicates.6
6 Attribute grammars in the normal Knuthian notation are position-neutral by definition—if we view the
attribute names as sorts. In REK [64], we support type aliases to make fine type distinctions so that position
neutrality can be accommodated.
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• One can also define properties that are biased towards certain evolution operators.
These properties can then often directly be used as preconditions of the operators. A
prominent example is threading fitness (cf. the operator thread/1 in Section 2.2). That
is, a given rule is said to be fit for threading of sort σ if all of its assertions carry at
most one input position of sort σ , and an optional output position of sort σ . Without
this property, threading would have to be defined somewhat arbitrarily.
Type-based evolution relations. We say that s and s′ are of the same type, denoted by s .=
s′, if (s) = (s′) and (s) = (s′). Type equality is clearly a much more liberal relation
than structural equality. Nevertheless, knowing that some or all types are preserved by a trans-
formation is useful information. There are now again several ways to restrict type equality:
• We can split the relation “ .=”. Equality of predicate types is denoted by “ .=”, and
equality of functor types is denoted by “ .=”. We might further restrict claims about
type equality by the means that we discussed for structural equality. That is, we use
s
.=/X s′ to state type equality for all predicate symbols and functors in X, alike for the
dual situation “ .=/X”.• We might face the situation that s′ simply involves more types than s, or vice versa.
Hence, we also consider a relation s <· s′ in case (s) ⊂ (s′) and (s) ⊂ (s′). This
relation is liberal in that it allows for adding predicate symbols or functors, but s′ does
not revise types from s.
• Generally, the union and intersection operations on relations are conveniently used to
form more relations. For example, the union of “ .=” and “<· ” naturally results in “· ”.
Also, the intersection of “ .=” and “<· ” characterises progress at the data level alone,
i.e., functors are added, while the types of predicates are completely preserved. We use
“
.= ” to denote shared type equality. This relation expresses that s and s′ do not disagree
on types of shared functions and predicate symbols.
3.3. The link between modes and evolution
Next to well-sortedness, we consider well-modedness, i.e., the occurrences of variables
in rules meet some data-flow criteria that are in accordance with the available mode infor-
mation. In declarative programming, it is not uncommon to summarise well-sortedness and
well-modedness as well-typedness or type correctness. We identify these separate notions
because they interact with evolution differently. That is, we are willing to abandon well-
modedness for intermediate results, while well-sortedness is considered holy. We will jus-
tify this liberalism below.
Rule-based programming languages favour different notions of well-modedness, but
in our experience the following definition corresponds to a least upper bound of what is
normally required. We provide modes “+” (input) and “−” (output) for predicate positions.
The intuition is that predicates compute output positions from input positions. On the basis
of these modes, we also categorise positions in rules. Namely, there are using and defining
positions:
Using positions Defining positions
Input positions of any premise Input positions of the conclusion
Output positions of the conclusion Output positions of any premise
We say that a rule-based program is well moded if for all rules it holds that each variable on
a using position also occurs somewhere on a defining position. This is formalised in Fig. 4.
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Modes in logic programming. Modes provide a means to describe the intended ways of
calling predicates and the user’s intention of how the program behaves when called as pre-
scribed [5,12,13,25]. The modes “+” and “−” can be interpreted to mean ground or instan-
tiated arguments when calling (“+”) vs. on return (“−”); see call-correctness in [12,13].
When we assume Prolog’s standard computation rule, then call-correctness requires left-
to-right instantiation in the body, which is a stronger well-modedness criterion than the one
defined in Fig. 4. Other forms of call-correctness apply when mode-directed evaluation is
performed, e.g., in the sense of constraint or delay mechanisms. One might even require
well-modedness to include static resolution of the occur check. The above formalisation
of well-modedness abstracts from the operational order of premises; it is a relaxed form of
I/O correctness in [12,13].
Well-modedness elsewhere. Left-to-right data flow among the conditions is required in
ASF (Algebraic Specification Formalism [11])—a programming language for conditional
term rewriting. That is, variables are bound in the order of the conditions (say, premises),
and only one side of a condition is allowed to involve unbound variables. In RML (Rela-
tional Meta-Language [57])—a programming language for Natural Semantics, the same
kind of left-to-right data flow is required for the premises modulo the notion of ‘unknowns’.
That is, a variable can also get bound (to an unknown value) by a dedicated rule anno-
tation. Our definition of well-modedness agrees with the notion of a well-formed attri-
bute grammar, which requires that the semantic equations associated to a given production
must define each synthesised attribute on the left-hand side and each inherited attribute
on the right-hand side [30,75]. Furthermore, non-circularity is often required for the attri-
Fig. 4. Well-modedness of rule-based programs (VARS(t) denotes the variables in a term).
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bute dependencies. More restricted schemes of attribute dependencies exist. For instance,
left-to-right data flow is known under the name L-attribution.
Loose well-modedness. Our evolutionary approach admits undefined and unused vari-
ables—at least for intermediate results arising during evolution. The sets of undefined and
unused variables are computed from the sets of using and defining occurrences as follows:
UNDEF IN ED(φ, r) = USED(φ, r) \DEF IN ED(φ, r)
UNUSED(φ, r) = DEF IN ED(φ, r) \USED(φ, r)
Used variables lacking definitions violate well-modedness. Defined variables lacking uses
are not in conflict with the defined well-modedness notion, but they could still indicate
problems related to name confusion or an incompletely defined data flow.7 We do not ban
undefined and unused variables because they serve a purpose during evolution:
• When adding new positions to predicates, then distinct fresh variables are chosen for
all the relevant locations in conclusions and premises. This will obviously create unde-
fined and unused variables. This is desirable because the variables can still be con-
strained to participate in different schemes of data flow. In Section 2, we demonstrated
this by adding positions for stores, environments and others using the operator add/2.
• If the data flow in a rule is considered inappropriate, then evolutionary transformations
can essentially perform the inverse of substitution such that variable distinctions are
realised. This will create undefined and unused variables, which are in turn available
for establishing a revised scheme of data flow. In Section 2.7, we demonstrated this by
refreshing positions for stores using the operator refresh/2.
Mode-based evolution relations. We need relations that state, in some sense, how two
programs relate with regard to the amount of undefined or unused variables. Given a rule-
based program s, we denote the sets of sorts for which predicate positions with undefined
or unused variables exist by undefinedness(s) and unusedness(s). Then, s and s′ are un-
definedness-wise equal, denoted by s UNDEF= s′, if undefinedness(s) = undefinedness(s′).
Likewise, the programs s and s′ are unusedness-wise equal, denoted by s UNUSED= s′, if
unusedness(s) = unusedness(s′). If an evolution step adds or removes undefined or unused
variables, we will rather need relations “UNDEF< ”, “UNDEF> ”, etc. We can also provide some
forms of restricted claims, e.g., “UNDEF= /X” expresses that undefinedness-wise equality is
restricted to the sorts X. In Section 5, we will derive some high-level operators that are
actually driven by (positions with) undefined and unused variables. That is, such operators
iterate over predicate positions in rules and perform basic adaptations depending on the
status of a position to contain undefined or unused variables. This can be viewed as unde-
finedness- or unusedness-driven transformation, which is a sophistication of type-driven
transformation.
3.4. Semantics-based evolution relations
The most disciplined evolution scenarios are such that the original program and the
adapted program have the same semantic meaning. This can be relaxed in a number of
7 Unused variables are somewhat similar to Prolog’s singletons. Prolog systems tend to produce ‘singleton
warnings’, in which case the programmer is encouraged to rename singletons to “_” so that the revealed status of
an irrelevant binding is pointed out explicitly.
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ways, while still offering meaningful constraints for evolution. We will now compile a list
of corresponding semantics-based relations on rule-based programs, while we consider the
standard fixpoint semantics of logic programs [7,42,72] as our reference semantics. This
is based on our working assumption that most rule-based notations can be mapped quite
directly to definite clause programs, or at least to more general logic programs with exten-
sions such as cut and negation—for which accordingly enhanced semantics exist [6,73].
The semantics of a program s, denoted by [[s]], is the set of all ground consequences
that can be derived from ground(s), which comprises the set of all ground and well-sorted
instances of the rules of s. This semantics is expressed as the following fixpoint of the
intermediate consequence operator Ts :
[[s]] =
⋃
n=0,1,...
T ns (∅)
The operator Ts is defined as a function on ground assertions as usual:
a0 ∈ Ts(I) ⇔ ∃a1, . . . , an · a0 ⇐ a1, . . . , an ∈ ground(s) ∧ {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ I
(The first layer Ts(∅) contributes all ground, well-sorted instances of facts in s. The second
layer T 2s (∅) contributes all immediate consequences derivable from Ts(∅), i.e., the heads
of ground(s) with premises in Ts(∅). And so on.)
Set-theoretic, semantics-based evolution relations. The rule-based programs s and s′ are
semantically equal, denoted by s ∼= s′, if [[s]] = [[s′]]. We require s .= s′ before we wonder
whether s ∼= s′ holds. Otherwise we were comparing apples and oranges. There are several
ways to relax and complement equality:
• Because meanings are sets we can immediately use the subset relation in forming
semantics-based relations. That is, s is semantically smaller (or greater resp.) than s′,
denoted by s ∼< s′ (or s ∼> s′ resp.), if [[s]] ⊂ [[s′]] (or [[s]] ⊃ [[s′]] resp.). Assuming
that operational and declarative semantics are aligned, these relations model that the
adapted program s′ produces more answers (or fewer answers resp.) than the original
program s.
• Semantical equality can be restricted in all the ways that we have previously encoun-
tered at the structural level, or the type level. For instance:
• ∼=/X: We only consider ground assertions for certain predicates X.• ∼=/X: We consider ground assertions for all but certain predicates X.
• ∼=: We consider ground assertions for shared predicate symbols only.
These various means help us to quantify the parts of the program that were not changed
more arbitrarily. We can also hide helper predicates in this way.
Equality modulo renaming. We already mentioned that structural equality can be relaxed
to hold modulo a renaming ρ. This is clearly also sensible for semantic equality (and type
equality). A renaming is specified by mapping predicate symbols pi and functors fj to
fresh, distinct symbols such as in p1 → p′1, . . . , pm → p′m, f1 → f ′1, . . . , fn → f ′n. Given
such a mapping ρ, we overload ρ to also denote a function on ground assertions. Then, we
can define that s and s′ are semantically equal modulo renaming ρ, denoted by s ∼=ρ s′,
if [[s′]] = {ρ(a) | a ∈ [[s]]}. Note that this definition is more convenient than structural
equality modulo renaming because the latter would amount already to the definition of a
(simple) structural transformation on rules.
Relations modulo mappings. Equality modulo renaming is just a concrete instance of
the more general concept that semantic meanings are related modulo some mapping. That
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is, s is semantically greater than s′ modulo a surjective mapping m, denoted by s ∼>→m s′,
if [[s′]] = {m(a) | a ∈ [[s]]}. That is, [[s]] is mapped onto [[s′]] in a many-to-one manner.
This mapping is a very versatile provision to relate semantic meanings. For instance, the
mapping can project away some arguments. There is also the inverse situation, where the
roles of s and s′ are reversed in the definition, i.e., s is semantically smaller than s′ modulo
a surjective mapping m, denoted by s ∼<←m s′. If m is even a bijection, then we have a
proper equality property. We say that s and s′ are semantically equal modulo (forward)
bijection m, denoted by s →m s′, if the bijection m goes from [[s]] to [[s′]].
Renaming is an example for semantical equality modulo bijection. An example of
“semantically greater” modulo surjection is when we relate s and s′ by a kind of projection
to reflect that the predicates in s carry extra arguments compared to the corresponding
predicates in s′. To this end, m is defined to transform ground assertions in [[s]] such
that the extra arguments are omitted. This sort of projection can easily be specified as
follows. Given a rule-based program s, for each predicate symbol p : µ1 σ1 × · · ·µn σn,
the specification of the projection comprises a corresponding index list, which is of the
form p : 〈k1, . . . , kq〉 with 1  k1 < · · · < kq  n.
3.5. Contribution problems in programs
Reasoning about semantics preservation or relaxations thereof is complicated by the
fact that evolving programs can potentially involve what we call contribution problems.
Given a program s, these kinds of problems can be distinguished:
• A predicate symbol p that is used (or at least its type is declared) in s lacks a definition,
which implies that it will be non-productive in a trivial sense, i.e., the set of assertions
for p in [[s]], denoted by [[s]]/p, is the empty set.• A given rule lacks a semantical contribution to s, if there is no ground instance of
the rule’s head that would be a consequence of
⋃
i=0,1,...,n T is (∅) for some n. The rule
could as well be removed without affecting the semantic meaning of s.
• Any use of non-productive predicates within the body of a rule immediately implies
that this rule must be non-contributing. By transitive closure, this can lead to empty
semantic meanings for many or all predicates.
• When all rules for p lack a contribution, e.g., when p lacks a valid base case, then p
is non-productive. No matter how ‘meaningful’ the structural description of p, it could
as well be removed without affecting the semantic meaning of s.
• Contribution problems also concern sorts and functors. There can be undefined sorts,
non-productive functors, or sorts without a base case. Rules with argument positions
of non-contributing sorts, are necessarily non-contributing.
• Lack of contribution also concerns unreachability of predicates with regard to a set
of distinguished root predicates. We say that p′ is reachable from p if p′ is used in
the body of a rule defining p, or if it used in a rule defining another predicate p′′ for
which it holds that p′′ is reachable from p.8 Sorts can be unreachable as well—simply
because they are not used by any (reachable) predicate.
8 Contribution problems for rule-based programs can be seen as a generalisation of reducedness problems for
context-free grammars. Recall: a context-free grammar is reduced if all nonterminals are both reachable (from
the start symbol) and productive. A nonterminal is productive, if it generates strings (be it the empty string).
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These problems lead to somewhat uninformative semantic meanings. That is, meanings of
predicates tend to be empty all too easily, and rules that are maybe meaningful on their
own tend to be unrepresented just because of non-contributing predicates that are used.
Consider the following definite clause program:
p(h(X),Z) :- q(X,Y), r(Y,Z), s(Z).
q(a,b).
r(c,d).
The predicate s is not defined, and hence trivially non-productive. The single rule for p
is non-contributing because s is non-productive, but also because the conjunction q(X,Y),
r(Y,Z) is not feasible for the given definitions of q and r.
Inevitability of contribution problems. We want to substantiate that contribution prob-
lems are to be expected. Depending on the rule-based language at hand, contribution
problems are not fully amenable to automatic detection. For instance, non-productivity
of a predicate in a definite clause program is generally undecidable. As a counterexample,
attribute grammars without conditions can be checked, in principle, to be fully productive.
No matter whether contribution problems are uncovered by the programmer or by a static
check, the necessary code adaptations call for evolutionary transformations. To reason
about these transformations calls for a semantic model that is meaningful for programs
with contribution problems.
Furthermore, the stepwise nature of evolutionary transformations can naturally involve
intermediate results with contribution problems. For instance, this is the case when clean-
up steps precede enhancement steps:
• Replacement of an inappropriate predicate consists of discarding the definition, and
adding the appropriate one. The intermediate result is likely to gain in both produc-
tivity and reachability problems. The continuous transformation of the inappropriate
definition into the appropriate one is often not tractable.
• When the base case of a predicate or sort is considered inappropriate, then the base
case will be removed prior to adding a new case. Keeping the inappropriate base case
until the alternative, appropriate base case has been added does not seem to be aligned
with the intuition of programmers.
Consequently, while reachability and, even more, productivity is desirable for perfect pro-
grams, we cannot insist on these properties for evolving or emerging programs. We rather
would like to improve the semantic model for rule-based programs such that contribution
problems do not spoil the intuitive expectations from relations on semantic meanings. This
is comparable to the challenge of making the semantics of logic programs with negation
compliant with common sense [73].
Relevant evolution relations. Before we discuss adjustment of the semantic model, we
indicate that productivity and reachability again naturally imply corresponding evolution
relations. The programs s and s′ are productivity-wise equal, denoted by s PROD= s′, if
for all p ∈ preds(s) ∪ preds(s′) it holds that [[s]]/p = ∅ ⇔ [[s′]]/p = ∅. Likewise, we can
define productivity-wise smaller, i.e., in p′, more predicates are productive, and greater
alike. We can also quantify equality and others by enumerating predicate symbols, rules,
sorts, and functors explicitly. Finally, we can also define reachability-wise equality, etc.
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We will now consider a program completion, which potentially increases the number of
contributing rules and productive predicates. Given a program s, the completed program
is denoted by s↑. Unless stated otherwise, we will assume in the sequel that claims about
semantics preservation refer to completed programs.
Program completion. The overall idea of completion is that predicates are given ‘more
room to succeed’. Thereby, non-contributing rules can be potentially turned into contrib-
uting ones. The extra room for the rule’s premises allows the rule to succeed where it
previously could only fail.9 A basic scheme for completion is the following. For each sort
σ in the original program, we assume new functors cσ : → σ , and fσ : σ → σ . These
functors suffice to construct an infinite number of new terms of sort σ . Furthermore, we
assume a fresh predicate pσ that is defined as follows:
∅  pσ (cσ ) ⇐ true
{v : σ }  pσ (fσ (v)) ⇐ pσ (v)
The extension of this predicate is precisely the set of all the new terms of sort σ . Finally,
for each predicate symbol p in the original program, we add a rule of the following form:
{v1 : σ1, . . . , vn : σn}  p(v1, . . . , vn) ⇐ pσ1(v1) ∧ · · · ∧ pσn(vn)
Here, the arity of p is n, and the sorts of its arguments are σ1, . . . , σn. This completion
provides each predicate with a guaranteed base case whose extension is an unbounded
number of assertions involving only new terms. Recall the earlier example with predicates
p, q, r, and s. The completed program recovers productivity; in particular, the rule for p
becomes contributing.
The proposed completion is rather conservative. One can easily construct examples of
rule-based programs where non-contributing rules remain all too easily. The main limita-
tion is that premises with non-variable terms cannot possibly succeed in the room provided
by the extra base cases with their distinguished terms. This limitation can be remedied by a
simple folding transformation such that all premises with non-variable terms are extracted
as auxiliary predicates, which again are given extra room during completion.
To conclude, completion ensures that more or even all rules are represented when deriv-
ing consequences. Hence, the semantic meanings of predicates change whenever rules are
added or removed—as one would expect intuitively. This makes reasoning about compar-
ison relations on semantic meanings more informative—as opposed to a situation, where
we would compare empty semantic meanings.
4. Primitive transformation operators
We will now systematically develop a suite of primitive operators for the transformation
of rule-based programs in the course of evolution. The operators are of a syntactical nature
because of the assumed editing-like intuition. The operators are constrained by preconditions
that can be automatically checked. We also provide transformation properties for all the oper-
ators, which can be viewed as correctness criteria for an implementation. The definition of
the operators themselves is given in a semi-formal style here. Before we start developing the
various operators, we will first discuss the principles underlying the design of the suite.
9 The proposed method is similar to the method in [73], where programs with unsafe negation are given
room to fail. The proposed method can be seen as a generalisation of our method described in [39], where
non-productive nonterminals of a context-free grammar are made productive.
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Primitive vs. derived operators. We aim at primitives that are (ideally) sufficient to rep-
resent any kind of evolutionary transformation either directly or by means of composition.
There are more detailed requirements:
• The primitives inhabit orthogonal (i.e., non-overlapping) roles.
• The primitives meet informative preservation properties.
• One can specify the inverse of each transformation.
• The primitives operate in scopes that are as restricted as possible.
• Transformation including checking conditions must be fully automated.
A typical example of a primitive is adding a new argument position to a predicate. A typical
example of a derived operator is threading because this operation can be taken apart quite
naturally to be performed as a series of primitive unification steps, which can be determined
on a per-rule basis.
Well-sortedness and well-modedness preservation. A transformation  : S → S is well-
sortedness-preserving if for all s ∈ S with WS(s) such that (s) is defined it holds that
WS((s)). Applying the same scheme, we can also define well-modedness preservation.
From here on, we generally assume that transformations are only applied to well-sorted
inputs and that they always produce well-sorted outputs. That is, well-sortedness is an
invariant for transformation. We can think of this assumption as an implicit precondition
about well-sortedness, and an implicit postcondition about well-sortedness, both attached
to each transformation operator. By contrast, well-modedness preservation is not an abso-
lute requirement.
Transformation properties. The previously defined evolution relations can be turned into
transformation properties very directly. That is, given a binary relation ◦, we construct
a corresponding preservation property χ◦ as follows: A transformation  : S → S obeys
property χ◦, if for all s ∈ S such that (s) is defined it holds that s ◦ (s). The following
transformation properties are all obtained in this systematic manner:
• Structure preservation (use relation “=”).
• Type preservation (use relation “ .=”).
• - and -preservation (use relations “=” and “=”).
• Undefinedness/unusedness preservation (use relations “UNDEF= ” and “UNUSED= ”).
• Semantics preservation (use relation “∼=”).
• Productivity preservation (use relation “PROD= ”).
• Limited forms of preservation (use notation “· · ·/X”).• Preservation with exceptions (use notation “· · ·/X”).
• Forms of shared preservation (use relations “= ”, “ .= ”, “∼=”, . . . ).
• Strictly increasing and decreasing semantics (use relations “ ∼<” and “ ∼>”).
• Increasing and decreasing semantics (use relations “ ∼” and “ ∼”).
• Alike for the various other increasing and decreasing properties.
An abstract syntactical categorisation. Rather than suggesting operators that refer dir-
ectly to the structure of rule-based programs, we would like to provide a less language-
dependent principle for defining evolution primitives. To this end, we have reviewed other
operator suites for program transformation—not just for rule-based programs, but also for
syntax definitions, object-oriented languages, or higher-order functional languages
[23,28,39,47,55,60]. As a result, we propose an abstract categorisation of syntactical struc-
tures:
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• Abstraction: named forms of abstraction including their application.
• Reference: entities that serve as references in scopes.
• Parameter: entities that can be specialised and generalised.
• Aggregate: entities that can aggregate parts or alternatives.
• Composite: aggregates that allow for grouping.
For each of these categories, there are dedicated operators, as we will discuss below. In
the following, we will relate the specific syntactical domains of rule-based programs to the
abstract categories. We note that this categorisation is meant to be meaningful for most
programming languages, but this will not be substantiated in the present paper.
4.1. The category abstraction
By abstraction we mean some form of declaration that allows for repeated use on the
basis of an associated application form. In the case of rule-based programs, the foremost
abstraction form is a group of rules that defines a predicate. These are the operators for the
category abstraction:
• eliminate: Safe removal of an unused abstraction.
• introduce: Insertion of a new abstraction.
• duplicate: Duplicate an abstraction.
• unfold: Replace an application of an abstraction by its body.
• fold: Reverse the effect of unfolding.
• move: Move an abstraction from one scope to the other.10
Type abstractions. Types in rule-based programs also provide an instance of the cate-
gory abstraction. We have encountered folding for type aliases in Section 2.7 as part of a
scenario where we grouped argument positions. That is, several predicate positions were
turned into a single position of a suitable product type. Folding was involved in so far that
the tuple type for the new predicate position was replaced by a corresponding type alias.
For brevity, we omit the trivial definitions of the operators eliminate, introduce, duplicate,
unfold, and fold. We refer to [28] for an operator suite that covers datatype-biased transfor-
mations.
Predicate abstractions. We will now define all operators for predicates. Folding and
unfolding is well-established for predicates (and functions) in the field of program cal-
culation [8,60].
We use the following meta-variables in the sequel:
• s and s′—the rule-based programs before and after transformation.
• s and s′ are overloaded to also denote the plain rules without the type contexts.
• (s), (s), (s′), (s′) denote the type contexts.
• We omit the definition of (s′) for (s′) for type-preserving transformations.
———————————————————————————————————–
• eliminate(p) (Eliminate an unused predicate definition)
· Preconditions:
- s/p = ∅, i.e., p is defined.
- p ∈ preds(s \ s/p), i.e., p does not occur in the rest of the program.
10 The operator move will not be instantiated because there are no scopes in our rule-based notation.
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· Transformation: s′ = s \ s/p
· Properties:
- Type preservation.11
- Shared semantics preservation.12
- Well-modedness preservation.
- Undefinedness/unusedness preservation except for p.13
———————————————————————————————————–
• introduce({r1, . . . , rn}) (Introduce a new predicate; add its definition)
· Preconditions:
- r1, . . . , rn all refer to a common predicate p in the conclusion.
- p ∈ preds(s), i.e., p does not occur in the rules.
- WS((s),(s), ri ) for i = 1, . . . , n, i.e., the rules for p are well sorted.14
· Transformation: s′ = s ∪ {r1, . . . , rn}
· Properties:
- Type preservation.
- Shared semantics preservation.
- Well-modedness preservation subject to well-modedness of {r1, . . . , rn}.
- Undefinedness/unusedness preservation except for p.
———————————————————————————————————–
• duplicate(p, p′) (Duplicate a predicate definition)
· Preconditions:
- s/p = ∅, i.e., p is defined.
- p, p′ : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn σn ∈ (s) for some n, µi , and σi .
- p′ ∈ preds(s), i.e., p′ is not defined, and not even used.
· Transformation: s′ = s ∪ {ω  g(a0) ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ am| ω  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ am ∈ s/p}
where g(p(t1, . . . , tn)) = p′(t1, . . . , tn)
· Properties:
- Type preservation.
- Shared semantics preservation.
- Undefinedness/unusedness preservation.15
———————————————————————————————————–
• unfold(r, k) (Unfold a predicate in the position of some premise)
· Preconditions:
- r ∈ s
- k-th premise of r refers to some p of arity n.
· Transformation: s′ = s \ {r} ∪ {r1, . . . , rn}, where the ri are rules obtained from r by
all possible replacements as follows: The k-th premise p(t1, . . . , tn) in r is replaced by
the body of some rule r ′ defining p while unifying the head of r ′ with p(t1, . . . , tn).
· Properties:
- Type preservation.
11 The type of p can be eliminated by the operator eliminate for ‘types as abstractions’.
12 Semantics preservation generally implies productivity preservation.
13 The eliminated rules could be the source of sorts with undefined/unused variables.
14 Before introducing a predicate in terms of its rules, the predicate’s type must be introduced.
15 Undefinedness preservation generally implies well-modedness preservation.
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- Semantics preservation.16
- Well-modedness preservation.17
———————————————————————————————————–
• fold(r, i, j, p) (Fold some premises that constitute a body of a predicate)
· Preconditions:
- 1  i  j
- r ∈ s, number of premises of r not smaller than j .
- s/p = {ω  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ aj−i+1} for some ω, a0, . . . , aj−i+1.
· Transformation: s′ = s \ {r} ∪ {r ′} where r ′ is obtained from r by unifying the i-th to j -th
premises with a1 to aj−1+1, and replacing the premises by the instance of a0.18
· Properties:
- Type preservation.
- Semantics preservation.
- Well-modedness preservation.
———————————————————————————————————–
4.2. The category reference
By reference we mean all kinds of names. We distinguish the categories abstraction and
reference because one can think of references that do not come with an associated, named
form of abstraction. In rule-based programs, there are references to predicates, sorts, and
functors. One could also argue that variables in rules are like references, but the category
parameter deals with variables in a more appropriate manner, as we will see. These are the
operators that are associated with references:
• rename: Consistent replacement of references.
• redirect: Replace a reference such that it refers elsewhere.
Predicate references. The operator redirect allows us to adapt a premise p(. . .) such that
it refers to a different predicate p′. Let us assume that p′ was previously obtained by dupli-
cation. Then, redirection will be semantics-preserving. By such point-wise redirection, a
subsequent evolution of p′ will only affect premises that were redirected to it.
———————————————————————————————————–
• redirect(r, k, p, p′) (Redirect a premise to a different predicate)
· Preconditions:
- r = ω  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an ∈ s for some ω, n, and ai .
- 1  k  n; the assertion ak refers to p.
- p, p′ : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µm σm ∈ (s) for some m, µi , and σi .
16 To be precise, unfolding is semantics-decreasing for the basic completion procedure that we have described
in Section 3.5. This is caused by the fact that the guaranteed base case for the unfolded predicate does not
contribute to the rules resulting from unfolding. This is an intended property of the semantic model. In the case
of folding, this implies an increase of semantics.
17 The stronger property of undefinedness/unusedness preservation requires subtle side conditions.
18 For detailed side conditions for fold/unfold transformations see [60]. We should also not that unfold and fold
are not defined in a completely symmetric manner. In particular, the operator fold only affects a single rule, while
the operator unfold inlines p in all possible ways.
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· Transformation: s′ = s \ {r} ∪ {ω  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ g(ak) ∧ · · · ∧ an}
where g(p(t1, . . . , tm)) = p′(t1, . . . , tm)
· Properties:
- Type preservation.
- Semantics-preserving if p′ is a duplicate of p.
- Undefinedness/unusedness preservation.
———————————————————————————————————–
Strictly speaking, we do not need to specify a rename operator for predicates because
rename(p, p′) can be derived in three steps: (1) duplicate p as p′, (2) redirect p to p′, and
(3) eliminate p and its type.
Functor references. Likewise, redirection and renaming can be provided for functors.
When addressing functor occurrences for the purpose of redirection or otherwise, we need
to employ a kind of path expression since we might need to address arbitrarily nested
subterms.
4.3. The category parameter
By parameter we mean constructs that allow for some form of specialisation or gener-
alisation. As for rule-based programs, terms together with normal substitution provide a
form of parameterisation. That is, each variable is seen as a potential parameter that can
be instantiated (say, specialised). Each non-variable term is seen as a potential target of
generalisation.19 There are two associated operators:
• specialise: Instantiate parameters.
• generalise: The inverse of specialise.
The operator for threading, which we illustrated several times in Section 2, is defined in
terms of specialisation, i.e., substitution. The operator for relaxation, which we also illus-
trated in Section 2, is defined in terms of generalisation; recall the elimination of unneces-
sary matches and builds.
———————————————————————————————————–
• specialise(r, θ) (Apply a substitution to a rule)
· Preconditions:
- r ∈ s; the head of r refers to some p.
- vars(θ) ⊆ vars(r).
- θ is well sorted.
· Transformation: s′ = s \ {r} ∪ {θ(r)}
· Properties:
- Type preservation.
- Semantics-decreasing.20
- Undefinedness-/unusedness-decreasing.
———————————————————————————————————–
19 An example of parameterisation that is not related to rule-based programs is specialising or generalising
class constraints in an object-oriented context [61,71].
20 Decrease (increase resp.) of semantics generally implies decrease (increase resp.) of productivity.
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• generalise(r ′, θ) (Replace a rule by a more general rule)
· Preconditions:
- θ(r ′) ∈ s; the head of r ′ refers to some p.
- vars(θ) ⊆ vars(r ′).
- θ is well sorted.
· Transformation: s′ = s \ {θ(r ′)} ∪ {r ′}
· Properties:
- Type preservation.
- Semantics-increasing.
- Undefinedness-/unusedness-increasing.
———————————————————————————————————–
The status of these operators to be semantics-decreasing or semantics-increasing resp. fol-
lows directly from the fact that there are less or more ground instances of rules to be
considered by the immediate consequence operator; cf. Section 3.4.
4.4. The category aggregate
By aggregate we mean syntactical forms that potentially comprise several components.
For example, rules in a rule-based program can be viewed as components in the sense
of alternatives. The various premises of a rule can be viewed as components in the sense
of parts. The arguments in an assertion are like parts, too. These examples illustrate that
there are two kinds of components, namely alternatives and parts. Accordingly, we can also
identify two kinds of aggregates, namely unions and products. The evolution operators in
this category serve for the addition and the removal of components. When the order of the
components matters, an operator for reordering is needed as well. That is:
• add: Add a component to the aggregate.
• remove: Remove a component from the aggregate.
• permute: Permute the various components in the aggregate.
We used an operator for adding predicate positions all-through Section 2.
Predicate definitions as union-like aggregates. We define operators to add rules to a
program, and to remove rules from a program. We omit permutation of rules.
———————————————————————————————————–
• add(r) (Add a rule)
· Preconditions:
- r ∈ s; head of r refers to some p.
- p ∈ preds(s)
- WS((s),(s), r), i.e., the new rule is well sorted.
· Transformation: s′ = s ∪ {r}
· Properties:
- Type-preserving.
- Semantics-increasing.
- Undefinedness-/unusedness-preserving except for p.
———————————————————————————————————–
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• remove(r) (Remove a rule)
· Preconditions: r ∈ s; head of r refers to some p.
· Transformation: s′ = s \ {r}
· Properties:
- Type-preserving.
- Semantics-decreasing.
- Undefinedness-/unusedness-preserving except for p.
———————————————————————————————————–
Datatype declarations as union-like aggregates. Likewise, aggregation operators can be
accomplished for functors. Then, the add operator adds a functor to a sort. The remove
operator removes a functor, to which end the functor must not be in use anymore in the
rules. Permutation can be ignored since the order of functors in datatype declarations is
usually irrelevant. For brevity, we omit the definitions of add and remove. Adding a func-
tor is semantics-increasing because the functor allows for additional ground terms of the
relevant sort; dually for removal of functors. The operators clearly meet undefinedness and
unusedness preservation because rules are not modified at all.
Predicate type declarations as product-like aggregates. Likewise, aggregation opera-
tors can be accomplished for predicate types, i.e., type declarations for a predicate can
be added or removed. Addition is subject to the precondition that the predicate is not yet
covered by the type context. Removal of the type of p is only feasible if p does not occur
in the given program s, i.e., p ∈ preds(s). Both operators are obviously very much well
behaved. Assuming a setup where predicate types are inferred, these transformations will
be performed implicitly.
Bodies as product-like aggregates. Bodies of rules can be viewed as aggregates for
premises. We will now define the corresponding operators. For simplicity, we assume
that the operators add and remove operate on the last premise of a given body. One can
clearly apply permutation to become more flexible (specification omitted). We refer back
to Section 2.7, where we illustrated addition of premises by means of an operator for
injection. This is clearly a derived operator because its adds several premises at once in
a convenient manner.
———————————————————————————————————–
• add(ω+, a, r) (Add a premise to a rule)
· Preconditions:
- r = ω  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an ∈ s for some ω, n and ai .
- WS((s),(s), ω+, a), i.e., the new premise a is well sorted.
- ω ∪ ω+ is well formed.
· Transformation: s′ = s \ {r} ∪ {ω ∪ ω+  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an ∧ a}
· Properties:
- Type-preserving.
- Semantics-decreasing.
- Undefinedness/unusedness decreasing subject to side conditions.21
———————————————————————————————————–
21 The input positions of a should be defined in r , its output positions should be used in r .
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• remove(r) (Remove a premise from a rule)
· Preconditions: r = ω  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an ∈ s for some ω, n, and ai .
· Transformation: s′ = s \ {r} ∪ {ω′  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an−1}
where ω′ is obtained from ω by removing variables that only occurred in an.
· Properties:
- Type-preserving.
- Semantics-increasing.
- Undefinedness/unusedness properties subject to subtle side conditions.
———————————————————————————————————–
Predicate positions as product-like aggregates. The operator add for adding predicate
positions is a very frequent step of preparing enhancements. Then, dually, removal of pred-
icate positions relates to the clean-up mode of evolution. We also consider an operator
for permutation because position neutrality of predicate is not a strict requirement (cf.
Section 3.2). In fact, permutation is clearly a refactoring.
———————————————————————————————————–
• add(p, µ, σ ) (Add a predicate position)
· Preconditions: p : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn σn ∈ (s) for some n, µi , and σi .
· Transformation:
s′ = {ω′  g(a0) ⇐ g(a1) ∧ · · · ∧ g(am) | ω  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ am ∈ s}
where ω′ is ω extended by fresh variables that are added by g, and
g(p0(t1, . . . , tm)) =
{
p0(t1, . . . , tm, v), for p0 = p,m = n, v is a fresh variable
p0(t1, . . . , tm), for p0 = p
• Type context: (s′) = (s)\{p : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn σn} ∪ {p : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn σn × µσ }
(s′) = (s)
· Properties:
- Type-preserving except for p.
- Semantics-increasing modulo surjection (project away position n + 1).
- Undefinedness-/unusedness-increasing for σ .
- Undefinedness-/unusedness-preserving except for σ .
———————————————————————————————————–
• remove(p) (Remove a predicate position)
· Preconditions: p : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn σn ∈ (s) for some n, µi , and σi .
· Transformation:
s′ = {ω′  g(a0) ⇐ g(a1) ∧ · · · ∧ g(am)| ω  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ am ∈ s}
where ω′ is ω reduced by variables that were used in am only, and
g(p0(t1, . . . , tm)) =
{
p0(t1, . . . , tm−1), for p0 = p,m = n
p0(t1, . . . , tm), for p0 = p
• Type context: (s′) = (s) \ {p : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn σn} ∪ {p : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn−1 σn−1}
(s′) = (s)
· Properties:
- Type-preserving except for p.
- Increase and decrease of semantics are both possible.22
22 A well-behaved scheme for removing predicate positions is that the affected positions do not share variables
with other positions. In this case, the removal of the position is semantics-decreasing modulo surjection (i.e.,
project away position n).
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- Increase and decrease of undefinedness/unusedness are both possible.
———————————————————————————————————–
• permute(p, 〈i1, . . . , in〉) (Permute arguments of a predicate)
· Preconditions:
- p : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn σn ∈ (s) for some n, µi , and σi .
- 〈i1, . . . , in〉 is a permutation of 〈1, . . . , n〉.
· Transformation:
s′ = {ω  g(a0) ⇐ g(a1) ∧ · · · ∧ g(am)| ω  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ am ∈ s}
where g(p0(t1, . . . , tm)) =
{
p0(ti1 , . . . , tin ), for p0 = p,m = n
p0(t1, . . . , tm), for p0 = p
• Type context: (s′) = (s) \ {p : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn σn} ∪ {p : µi1 σi1 × · · · × µin σin}
(s′) = (s)
· Properties:
- Type-preserving except for p.
- Semantics-preserving modulo bijection for permutation.
- Undefinedness-/unusedness-preserving.
———————————————————————————————————–
4.5. The category composite
Composites provide an optional extension of aggregates. A composite is an aggregate
that allows for grouping, i.e., components in the aggregate can be grouped to form a single
component. In a rule-based program, one can wrap predicate positions as well as functor
positions. The associated evolution operators serve for the introduction and the elimination
of groups. That is:
• wrap: Wrap a number of components as a single component.
• unwrap: Unwrap a component so that subcomponents are inlined.
In Section 2, we saw several examples of wrapping. Firstly, type aliases were turned into
proper datatypes subject to wrapping with a unary functor; see Section 2.5. Secondly, argu-
ment positions were combined in tuples; see Section 2.7.
Predicate positions as composites. The operators take a functor for wrapping predicate
positions. The number of positions to be wrapped or unwrapped is determined by the arity
of the given functor. For simplicity, we define the operators wrap and unwrap such that the
wrapped term is located on the first predicate position.
———————————————————————————————————–
• wrap(p, f ) (Wrap predicate positions as term)
· Preconditions:
- p : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn σn ∈ (s) for some n, µi , and σi .
- f : σ ′1 × · · · × σ ′n′ → σ ′0 ∈ (s) for some n′ and σ ′j .
- n  n′, σ1 = σ ′1, . . . , σn′ = σ ′n′ , µ1 = · · · = µn′ .
· Transformation: s′ = {ω  g(a0) ⇐ g(a1) ∧ · · · ∧ g(am)| ω  a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ am ∈ s}
where g(p0(t1, . . . , tm)) =
{
p0(f (t1, . . . , tn′), tn′+1, . . . , tn), for p0 = p,m = n
p0(t1, . . . , tm), for p0 = p
• Type context: (s′) = (s) \ {p : · · ·} ∪ {p : µ1 σ ′0 × µn′+1 σn′+1 × · · · × µn σn}
(s′) = (s)
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· Properties:
- Type-preserving except for p.
- Semantics-preserving modulo bijection for adding wrapper.
- Undefinedness-/unusedness-preserving in a loose sense.23
———————————————————————————————————–
• unwrap(p, f ) (Unwrap predicate position by inlining subterms)
· Preconditions:
- p : µ1 σ1 × · · · × µn σn ∈ (s) for some n, µi , and σi .
- f : σ ′1 × · · · × σ ′n′ → σ1 ∈ (s) for some n′ and σ ′j .
- All assertions for p in s are of the form s(f (. . .), . . .).
· Transformation:
s′ = {g(a0) ⇐ g(a1) ∧ · · · ∧ g(am)| a0 ⇐ a1 ∧ · · · ∧ am ∈ s} where
g(p0(t1, . . . , tm)) =


p0(t ′1, . . . , t ′n′ , t2, . . . , tn), for p0 = p,m = n, t1 = f (t ′1, . . . , t ′n′)
p0(t1, . . . , tm), for p0 = p
undefined otherwise
• Type context:
(s′) = (s) \ {p : · · ·} ∪ {p : µi1 σ ′1 × · · · × µi1 σ ′n′ × µ2 σ2 × · · · × µn σn}
(s′) = (s)
· Properties:
- Type-preserving except for p.
- Semantics-preserving modulo bijection for removing wrapper.
- Undefinedness-/unusedness-preserving in a loose sense.
———————————————————————————————————–
Functor positions as aggregates and composites. The preceding development for pred-
icate positions can be adopted very systematically for functor positions, which is omitted
for brevity. This concerns the operators of both the aggregate and the composite category.
5. Derived transformation operators
We will now derive a number of operators that support schemes of program adaptation.
These higher-level operators can be employed for various evolution scenarios. The opera-
tors perform specific analyses to prepare the systematic application of primitive operators.
The following operators will be discussed:
• define—add definitions for undefined variables.
• use—add uses for unused variables.
• thread—establish the threading scheme of data flow.
• synthesise—compute data in bottom-up manner.
• refresh—refresh data flow by placing fresh variables.
The derived operators will all be defined in a style such that they can be applied to a single
rule, That is, operator applications are of the form op(. . . , i), where i identifies a rule. It is
then straightforward to lift the operators to the level of a full program by simple means of
iteration. The derived operators are all sort-driven. That is, operator applications are of the
23 Undefined and unused variables are precisely preserved, but undefinedness and unusedness is not preserved
in the literate sense because wrapping can change sorts of positions.
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form op(σ, . . .), where the sort σ identifies argument positions or terms that are potentially
affected by the adaptation.
The above list is not meant to be complete in any rigorous sense. One can certainly think
of further schemes. REK [64] comprises a few more schemes, including the ones that we
encountered in Section 2:
• relax—relax data flow by avoiding term matching and building.
• group—group predicate positions to form a position of a product type.
• big2small—turn big-step SOS into small-step SOS.
5.1. Adding definitions and uses
The following operators are meant to define undefined variables, or to use unused vari-
ables. This can be either accomplished by instantiating the variables to ground terms, or by
constraining them via additional premises.
Consider the following logic program fragment:
program(Decs,Stats,I,O) :-
declarations(Decs),
statements(Stats,I,O,Store0,Store1).
This clause contributes to an interpreter for an imperative language. The predicate pro-
gram/4 takes the abstract syntactical representations of declarations Decs and statements
Stats, and it is meant to compute the program output O from the input I. The clause is
unfinished in so far that the initial store Store0, which is needed for the execution of the
statements, is not defined. Using an operator for adding definitions, we obtain the following
clause:
program(Decs,Stats,I,O) :-
declarations(Decs),
statements(Stats,I,O,[],Store1).
Here we opted for instantiating undefined variables by ground terms, namely Store0 was
instantiated by the empty store []. Alternatively, we could add a premise nil(Store0) for
the purpose of defining the undefined input store. Then, the adapted clause looks as follows:
program(Decs,Stats,I,O) :-
declarations(Decs),
nil(Store0),
statements(Stats,I,O,Store0,Store1).
Operators at a glance
define-1(σ, p, i) Add a premise for each predicate position of sort σ that involves
undefined variables. The defining premise is built from the unary predicate
symbol p and the term on the relevant predicate position.
define-2(σ, t, i) The argument t is a ground term of sort σ that is meant to act as
the defining value. The operator affects terms t ′ that are of sort σ , and that
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involve undefined variables (of whatever sort). Each such t ′ is unified with t .
Failure of unification implies failure of transformation.
use-1(σ, p, i) Add a premise for each predicate position of sort σ that involves un-
used variables. The using premise is built from the unary predicate symbol p
and the term on the relevant predicate position.
use-2(σ, t, i) The argument t is a ground term of sort σ . The operator affects terms t ′
that are of sort σ , and that involve unused variables (of whatever sort). Each
such t ′ is unified with t . Failure of unification implies failure of transforma-
tion.
The operator define-1(σ, p, i)—details. The definitions of the operators are quite similar.
Hence the description of one operator should suffice:
• Accumulation phase: We iterate over all terms from using argument positions of sort
σ in rule i, while we only collect those terms that involve undefined variables. Let
t1, . . . , tn be these collected terms.
• Transformation phase: Premises p(t1), . . . , p(tn) are added to the rule i. Here we as-
sume that the type of the predicate p is p : − σ . The positioning of the added premises
potentially matters—depending on the rule-based programming language at hand. A
transformation for repositioning can be performed such that the language-specific well-
modedness criterion is accommodated.
Preservation properties
• All of the above operators are semantics-decreasing. This is implied by the underly-
ing primitive operators, i.e., the operators for inserting premises or specialising terms,
which are semantics-decreasing by themselves.
• The define operators are undefinedness-decreasing; dually for the use operators. Let
us now assume that affected positions hold only variables and not functor terms. Let
us further assume that these variables do not occur on positions of other sorts. Let us
finally assume that the operators are iterated over all rules. Then, the define operators
are strictly undefinedness-increasing for σ , and undefinedness-preserving for all other
sorts; dually for the use operators.
Recovery of semantics preservation. It turns out that the operators can naturally be used
in a semantics-preserving manner. To this end, let us assume a program to which we add
positions of sort σ . This step, as such, is semantics-increasing because the added positions
can be instantiated to all possible terms of sort σ . However, let us continue with trans-
formations such that these new positions are defined and used. To this end, the operators
define-1 and use-1 are to be employed. Then, the increase of semantics that is caused by
adding positions and the decrease of semantics that is caused by adding definitions and
uses compensate each other. Here, we assume that the definitions and uses are unique, by
which mean that they only allow for a single value of sort σ . Hence, at the level of semantic
meanings, we can project away uniquely constrained positions of sort σ using a bijective
mapping, which implies semantics preservation.
5.2. The threading technique
In Section 2, we used the threading technique for environment and state passing. In
Fig. 5, we visualise the thread-like data flow for environments and states. For simplic-
ity, the figure is based on the assumption that all predicates participate in threading. The
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Fig. 5. Threading dependencies in a definite clause (“→” separates inputs and outputs).
corresponding operator thread(σ, i) implements such data flow as shown in the figure by
unifying positions that are connected by arrows. Threading leads to state passing in case
there are input and output positions of the sort σ . Threading leads to environment passing
in case there are only input positions of sort σ .
The threading order. Threading is based on ordering positions in a rule:
• The input positions of the rule’s head are the smallest positions.
• The input positions of a premise are smaller than its output positions.
• The order of the premises defines the order of positions from different premises.
• The output positions of the rule’s head are the greatest positions.
Based on this order of positions, the operator thread(σ, i) unifies each using position of
sort σ with the next smaller defining position of sort σ . Using this general rule of unify-
ing positions, one can see that environment passing is indeed a degenerated form of state
passing.
The operator thread(σ, i)—details
• Accumulation phase: all terms from argument positions of sort σ are collected. (These
are normally variables in case the positions where added just before.) The collection
is ordered in the way defined above, and each term is qualified by the information
whether it was found on a defining or a using position.
• Iteration phase: We iterate over the collection in increasing order. Given a term on a
using position, we unify this term with the next smaller term on a defining position.
Failure of unification implies failure of transformation. To make unification less intru-
sive, i.e., to preserve existing data flow, using positions are only considered in case they
involve undefined variables.
• Transformation phase: The various unifications were performed such that a single sub-
stitution was accumulated. This substitution is now applied to the rule i using the oper-
ator specialise.
Preservation properties
• The operator is semantics-decreasing (which is implied by specialisation).
• The operator is undefinedness- and unusedness-decreasing.
• If we assume that all affected positions take the form of variables, and these variables
do not occur on positions of sorts other than σ , then the operator is undefinedness- and
unusedness-preserving for all sorts except σ .
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Recovery of semantics preservation. Using similar arguments as we gave for the define
and use operators, we can complete the threading technique into a semantics-preserving
transformation. This is expressed by the following scenario:
• We require semantics preservation for a distinguished root predicate pr .
• For simplicity, we assume that initially there are no predicate positions of sort σ .
• Input positions of sort σ are added to some set X of predicates, while pr ∈ X.
• Output positions of sort σ are added to some of the predicates in X ∪ {pr }.
• The new positions of sort σ are threaded (in all rules).
• Unique definitions are added for undefined positions of sort σ .
These steps can be supported by a dedicated operator that is parameterised by sets of pred-
icates for reading or writing access to the threaded argument, and that uses a simple reach-
ability analysis in the sense of the call graph to compute predicates that have to participate
in threading [38,45]. The sequence of steps is both semantics-preserving and undefined-
ness-preserving. The point is basically that the threaded data structure is not yet used, but
only passed on. Whenever a thread starts, then the corresponding using position is uniquely
defined. So again threading plus adding unique definitions compensates for the increase of
semantics caused by adding the positions for threading.
5.3. Bottom-up computation of data
A programming technique, which is often used in rule-based programs, is to compute
data in a bottom-up manner—in the sense of the call graph of predicates. We did not illus-
trate this technique in Section 2, but it is readily implemented and illustrated in REK [64].
In Fig. 6, we show an attribute grammar, which is adopted from [45]. This rule-based
program performs bottom-up computations to collect declared and used variables in an
imperative program. To this end, there are synthesised attributes VDECS and VUSES. The
various semantic rules create and combine sets of variables. In the end, we use the sets of
declared and used variables to report on USELESS declarations; see [axiom]. Sets of vari-
ables are created with the semantic rules attached to productions [dec], [assign], and [var];
see the singleton sets {vdec.ID↑} and {vuse.ID↑}. All the remaining semantic equations
follow the scheme of the operator synthesise as described below. That is, the attributes
from the right-hand side of the production are combined with a binary operator, namely
“∪” in this case, to compute the attribute on the left-hand side.
The operator synthesise(σ, o, i)—details. The sort σ defines the sort of data to be com-
puted in bottom-up manner. The argument o is the predicate symbol from which we will
form premises for the combination of values of sort σ . The adaptation scheme is defined
as follows:
• Trivial case: It is checked whether the head of i carries an output position of sort σ ,
and whether the corresponding term t0 on this position involves undefined variables. If
this check fails, the rule is preserved as is, and we stop here.
• Accumulation phase: All terms from the premises’ output positions of sort σ are col-
lected. We assume that the collection preserves the order of the premises. To make the
operator synthesise idempotent, we only include terms that involve unused variables.
Let t1, . . . , tn be these collected terms.
• Special case n = 0: The rule is preserved as is, and we stop here. (We might still resolve
the undefined position in the head by using the operator define later.)
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Fig. 6. An attribute grammar for detecting superfluous variable declarations.
• Special case n = 1: t1 and t0 are unified. Failure of unification implies failure of trans-
formation. The result of unification is applied to i using the operator specialise. We
stop here.
• Otherwise, premises are added that compute t0 from t1, . . . , tn:
· Variant 1: The type of the predicate for combination is o : + σ × + σ × − σ . We
employ fresh variables v1, . . . , vn−2 of sort σ . The premises o(t1, t2, v1), o(v1, t3,
v2), . . . , o(vn−2, tn, t0) are added to the body of r .
· Variant 2: The type of the predicate for combination is o : + [σ ] × − σ , where [σ ]
denotes a list datatype.24 A single premise o([t1, . . . , tn], t0) is added to the body
of r . The predicate o is meant to fold over the terms t1, . . . , tn.
Preservation properties
• The operator is semantics-decreasing (which is implied by the added premise).
24 Strictly speaking, our core syntax for rule-based programs does not support polymorphic datatypes and
predicates, but this would be a straightforward extension. In fact, REK [64] supports polymorphism.
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• The operator is undefinedness- and unusedness-decreasing.
• If we assume that all affected positions take the form of variables, and these variables
do not occur on positions of sorts other than σ , then the operator is undefinedness- and
unusedness-preserving for all sorts except σ .
Recovery of semantics preservation. Using similar arguments as we gave for the other
schemes of adaptation, we can complete bottom-up computation into a semantics-preserv-
ing transformation. We discuss this for variant 1:
• For simplicity, we assume that initially there are no predicate positions of sort σ .
• Output positions of sort σ are added to some predicates.
• The new positions of sort σ are combined using the operator synthesise.
• Unique definitions are added for undefined positions of sort σ .
Here we assume that the value for unique definition is an algebraic unit of the predicate o
for combination, be it u. Then, the synthesised value is also necessarily u. Hence, we can
project away u using a bijective mapping, which implies semantics preservation. So the
idea is again that the initial introduction of the bottom-up scheme is semantics-preserving,
while we might deviate from semantics preservation as soon as non-unit values contribute
to the synthesis, e.g., by means of additional rules. The steps listed above can be supported
by a dedicated operator. This results in a meta-programming operator that can be viewed
as a reconstruction of ELI’s powerful constituents construct for remote access in attribute
grammars [34,45].
5.4. Refreshment of data flow
The introductory example illustrated adding premises to an SOS rule and adjusting the
flow of the store to incorporate the new premises. To this end, we used an operator for
refreshment of data flow such that all store positions were temporarily unconnected and
hence available for re-threading. Another evolution scenario for refreshment of data flow is
illustrated in Fig. 7. We start from a program (cf. left part of the figure) that uses state pass-
ing for some parts of the program, while the state is only propagated downwards for other
parts that are free of side effects. Now let us assume that the possibility of side effects needs
to be accommodated for one of the latter parts. Then, we aim at a program with a revised
data flow (cf. right part of the figure) such that downwards passing is generalised to state
passing in the relevant part of the program. This scenario can also be accommodated using
the operator for refreshment such that positions in the threads are temporarily disconnected
as necessary for the inclusion of new output positions into an expanded thread.
Fig. 7. Extending the scope of threading—visualisation in the call graph.
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The operator refresh(σ, i)—details. We are going to construct a rule r ′ that will be a
generalisation of the rule r that is referred to with i. To this end, we will also accumulate a
substitution θ such that r = θ(r ′).
• Initialisation phase: We start with r ′ = r and the empty substitution for θ .
• Accumulation phase: we iterate over all positions of sort σ in r ′ and then perform
destructive updates on these positions as follows. The term t on the position is replaced
by a fresh variable v. We add v → t to θ .
• Transformation phase: we deploy the generalised rule using the operator generalise,
which takes r ′ and θ as arguments.
Preservation properties
• The operator is semantics-increasing (which is implied by generalisation).
• The operator is undefinedness- and unusedness-increasing for sort σ .
• If we assume that all affected positions take the form of variables, and these variables
do not occur on positions of sorts other than σ , then the operator is undefinedness- and
unusedness-preserving for all sorts except σ .
Refreshment illustrates the limitations of the proposed preservation properties. The mere
observation that the operator is semantics-increasing does not quantify the increased exten-
sion of predicates. However, in an intuitive sense, it is quite clear that the increase of
semantics is dramatic. Namely, all positions of sort σ will hold fresh and hence uncon-
nected variables. This indicates that our approach to reasoning about evolving programs,
as it stands, is rather imprecise.
Recovery of semantics preservation. Using similar arguments as we gave for the other
schemes of adaptation, we can complete refreshment into a semantics-preserving transfor-
mation. Essentially, refreshing is not considered harmful if it can be reversed by threading.
That is:
• We refresh predicate positions of sort σ .
• A test is issued to check that threading for sort σ reverses the refreshment.
• Premises are added that ultimately will participate in the data flow.
• Threading is reestablished for σ .
Here we assume that the added premises do not rule out previously valid consequences,
neither do the added premises affect the threaded data structure in case the premises par-
ticipate in state passing. If these side conditions do not hold, then the semantic meanings
of the original and the transformed might be related by “ ∼<”, or “ ∼>”, or they might be
incomparable.
6. Related work
Evolution of rule-based programs is closely related to the following fields:
• Program calculation from specifications using transformations.
• Stepwise refinement of programs, most notably logic programs.
• Stepwise enhancement of programs, most notably logic programs.
• Extensible specifications or programs, especially Modular SOS.
Besides, our approach can also be viewed as a partial adoption of refactoring [23,55] to the
context of rule-based programming. Also, we argued elsewhere [37] that our transforma-
tional approach can be elaborated into an aspect-oriented programming model [21,29] for
rule-based programs. We will now focus on the main themes listed above.
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6.1. Program calculation
This field is also referred to using the term transformational program development. The
underlying formula is to develop efficient programs that are derived from high-level, poten-
tially inefficient specifications [8,56,60]. This approach rests on a mathematical style of
program construction, where applying and proving algebraic laws is a regular activity [9].
Our approach is more pragmatic: proofs of any form are not to be supplied by the pro-
grammer. It is at the heart of program calculation to require semantics preservation. Con-
sequently, software evolution is not an issue, but rather the formal treatment of software
implementation or program optimisation.
One stream of transformational programming development is based on ADT-like (say,
algebraic) specifications and imperative implementations; see [56] for a textbook on the
subject. Another stream of this field operates at the level of functional or logic programs;
see [60] for a seminal survey paper on fold/unfold strategies and others. The notion of
program synthesis is very related to transformational program development, while program
derivation is subjected to a synthesis-biased view as opposed to a transformation-biased
view; see [10] for an up-to-date survey paper.
Some semantics-preserving evolution operators were adopted from this field—essen-
tially all operators of the category abstraction. Our non-strictly semantics-preserving oper-
ators, including corresponding evolution relations are original contributions. The two
approaches also differ regarding the way how progress is driven. When calculating pro-
grams, progress is driven by mathematical insight or by transformation strategies [60],
which involve some amount of heuristics to derive more efficient programs. In our ap-
proach, the evolution goal of the programmer drives the process. This goal manifests itself
by a certain required type, by the presence or the absence of a certain premise, or by the
need for a specific data flow.
6.2. Stepwise refinement
Semantics preservation can be relaxed to include refinement. Then, one is normally
interested in the derivation of a program that satisfies a given, maybe incomplete or indeter-
ministic specification. All refinement steps have to meet the specification. The result is then
a program that is more specific or determinate than necessarily required by the specifica-
tion [15,20]. This approach has been adopted for logic programming by Komorowski [33].
Komorowski’s development is based on his earlier work on partial deduction [31], which
is the logic-programming term for partial evaluation. The background on partial deduction
implies that fold/unfold mutations can be modelled, while additional refinement operators
were introduced for the following syntactical operations:
• add: add a clause to a program
• prune: remove a clause from a program
• fatten: add a literal to a clause’s body
• thin: remove a literal from a clause’s body
These operators are very similar to some of our operators in the aggregate category. Also,
Komorowski’s refinement relation is akin to our relation “
∼
” used for semantics-decreas-
ing transformations.
Stepwise refinement and our approach differ in the following respects. Firstly, refine-
ment is relative to a specification, while in our approach, there is nothing but the evolving
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program. Secondly, refinement, as it was adopted for logic programming, is a directed
process which basically suggests to start from a ‘too rich model’ to refine it such that the
intended model is obtained. By contrast, our approach is non-monotone in that a given pro-
gram can be enhanced and cleaned up alternately. Thirdly, we consider a number of original
operators. For instance, the categories parameter, reference and composite are missing in
Komorowski’s work on stepwise refinement. Fourthly, our approach employs types and
other program properties to direct transformation operators. Fifthly, our semantic model
comes with provisions to deal with incomplete programs; recall the issue of contribution
problems. Sixthly, we consider various transformation properties other than refinement.
Finally, our approach is not restricted to logic programs.
6.3. Stepwise enhancement
Stepwise enhancement [26,35,70], as developed by Lakhotia, Sterling et al., is a meth-
odology for developing Prolog programs systematically from two classes of standard com-
ponents: skeletons and techniques. Skeletons are simple Prolog programs with a
well-understood control flow. The following skeleton traverses a binary tree with values
at leaf nodes (adopted from [54]):
is_tree(leaf(X)).
is_tree(tree(L, R)) :- is_tree(L), is_tree(R).
Another skeleton would be the very similar traversal that only traverses a single branch
of the tree. Techniques are standard Prolog programming practices, such as building a
data structure or performing calculations in recursive code. A technique interleaves some
additional computation around the control flow of a skeleton. More syntactically, tech-
niques may rename predicates, add arguments to predicates, add goals to clauses, and add
clauses to programs. Unlike skeletons, techniques are not programs but can be viewed as
meta-programs.
For instance, the calculate technique models computation of a value as follows. An extra
argument is added to the defining predicate of the skeleton for the computed value, and an
extra goal for an arithmetic calculation is added to the body of each recursive clause. The
following example illustrates the application of the calculate technique to the above pred-
icate is_tree/1 (again adopted from [54]). The resulting program computes the product
of the leave values in the tree. Note that the predicate is_tree has been renamed. That
is:
prod_leaves(leaf(X), X).
prod_leaves(tree(L, R), Z)
:- prod_leaves(L, X), prod_leaves(R, Y), Z is X * Y.
A technique applied to a skeleton is said to yield an enhancement. Two enhancements of
the same skeleton share computational behaviour, and they can be combined into a single
program by composition.
Different realisations of stepwise enhancement exist, which we classify as follows:
• The first-order approach: the presentation of examples given above suggest this view:
enhancements are properly derived as normal logic programs, as if they were written
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by the programmer in the first place. Tool support can be involved to actually apply
techniques (in the form of meta-programs) to given skeletons.
• The higher-order approach [54]: Skeletons and/or techniques can be represented as
higher-order predicates that are designed such that their parameters can be filled in
to perform specific computations. For example, folding over a tree can be readily
described as a higher-order predicate that takes the predicates to be applied to leafs
and nodes as arguments.
• The meta-level approach [36]: enhancements can be simulated by enhancing a vanilla
meta-interpreter for Prolog such that it performs additional functionality according to
a technique.
Stepwise enhancement and our approach differ in the following respects. Firstly, our
schemes of adaptation are not restricted to the addition of computational behaviour; recall
operators for removal of premises, parameters, and for the refreshment of data flow. Sec-
ondly, stepwise enhancement normally aims at the preservation of computational behaviour
of the skeleton. By contrast, our approach to program evolution does not rely on a skeleton
in the process, neither does it require preservation of computational behaviour in general.
Thirdly, while stepwise enhancement normally starts from techniques, our approach aims
at the identification of transformation primitives that can be composed to describe different
techniques or schemes of adaptation. Fourthly, in stepwise enhancement, there is no coun-
terpart for our use of type-directed meta-programming. Fifthly, stepwise enhancement has
been entirely linked to Prolog, while our approach aims at coverage different rule-based
languages.
6.4. Extensibility vs. evolution
In the introduction, we briefly touched upon the tension between extensibility and evolu-
tion. On the one hand, it is easy to claim that evolution is more general because it allows us
to revise programs, while extensibility is more or less about reuse as is. On the other hand,
one could wonder if specifications can maybe become so high-level, abstract, parametric,
and modular that they can be reused without revision. Then, revision and evolution are
maybe terms that are linked to less sophisticated rule-based notations. We cannot resolve
this tension between extensibility and evolution in this paper, but we want to illustrate some
issues at least.
Modular SOS. Extensibility is a prime attribute of Mosses’ Modular SOS [51,52]. Let us
consider some typical MSOS rules from [52], namely the small-step rules for an expression
assignment:
E1 − X → E′1
assignment(E1, E2) − X → assignment(E′1, E2)
E2 − X → E′2
assignment(L1, E2) − X → assignment(L1, E′2)
X = {store = S, store′ = S′|U}, L1 ∈ dom(S), S′ = {L1 = V2|S}
assignment(L1, V2) − X → ()
The first rule progresses with the left-hand side of the assignment. This will ultimately res-
ult in a left-value L1. The second rule progresses with the right-hand side of the
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assignment. This will ultimately result in a value V2. The third and final rule realises the
assignment of V2 to L1 in the store, which is carried in the label X of the transition rela-
tion.
A certain, sophisticated use of labels is indeed the key characteristic of MSOS, com-
bined with some other provisions that are analysed carefully in [52]. The MSOS style
requires that all semantical components are placed in the labels, and MSOS configu-
rations are then purely value-added syntax trees. MSOS labels are abstract, i.e., they
can host different kind of information, e.g., bindings, stores, or raised exceptions—with-
out requiring that the MSOS rules are aware of these components. In the end, MSOS
labels are records with an open-ended list of components. Full abstraction of labels very
much depends on the general provision of label composition, which is used in the MSOS
rules. That is, labels X1 and X2 of subsequent transitions are composed by forming a
label X1;X2. For instance, composition of store-like information composition requires
that the output store of X1 is constrained to be identical with the input store of X2. The
abstract and extensible status of labels supports extensibility and modularity of MSOS
specifications.
In [51], Mosses identifies label categories that model fundamentally different ways of
processing information: allowing it (i) to be inspected, or (ii) to be both inspected and
changed, or (iii) merely to be provided. In our transformational reading, these fundamental
ways are supported as follows, while referring to schemes of adaptation from Section 5:
(i) Insert input positions, and thread them.
(ii) Insert input and output positions, and thread them.
(iii) Insert output positions, and synthesise them.
Consequently, there is correspondence between the abstract and extensible status of MSOS
labels vs. the provision of a versatile meta-programming framework, in which we can
define schemes of program adaptation including schemes for information processing.
The introductory example suggested that the semantics of a normal method call has to
be expanded by premises for executing before and after advice. This raises the question
whether the semantics of method calls should have been written maybe in a different style
so that intrusion of premises can be avoided, and extensibility continues to be applicable.
For instance, we could favour small-step SOS, in the hope that the additional steps for
before and after advice can be accommodated by extra MSOS rules, without rewriting
the normal semantics of method calls. Then, the remaining problem is that preexisting
and added rules do not necessarily get applied in the intended order. For instance, one
preexisting rule would have performed method-table look up and prepared the execution
of the method body. Further preexisting rules would have executed the body. The new rule
for before advice would need to be applied right before the first step that starts executing the
method body. To this end, one would need to enforce a distinction of advised and unadvised
method calls. This can be achieved either by changing the existing rule for method calls,
or by assuming an advice-enabled variant of it, or by accomplishing this distinction during
the mapping from concrete to abstract sysntax.
These problems make us conclude that the generality of a transformational approach is
justified. We also note that there are always forms of reuse that inevitably require trans-
formations, e.g., fold/unfold mutations or style conversions from big-step to small-step
and vice versa. As an aside, a meta-level is also present in MSOS. For instance, the use of
unrestricted, extensible records, but also some restrictions, such that side conditions are not
affected by label transformation, would require a dedicated type system and a specialised
meta-language in the end, which is pointed out in [53,54].
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Modular attribute grammars. The SOS formalism is not an isolated case of a rule-based
notation that can be turned into a highly abstract, parameterised, and modular specification
language. For example, attribute grammars have been extended in various directions, with
the work by Kastens and Waite [34] as both a practical and a sophisticated example. Most
notably, this work, which also has been realised in the attribute grammar system ELI,
provides expressiveness for remote access. This expressiveness allows the programmer to
avoid scattered attributes and computation rules, which makes attribute grammar modules
more reusable. We can express remote access in the following manner:
• The chain construct corresponds to state passing with threading; see Section 5.2.
• The including construct corresponds to environment passing; same reference.
• The constituents construct corresponds to bottom-up computation; see Section 5.3.
This correspondence once more illustrates the enhancement-like merits of our approach. A
more detailed account on extensions of the attribute grammar paradigm, and their relation
to program transformation is given in [45].
7. Concluding remarks
Tracking well-argued changes. We presented a pragmatic approach for transforming rule-
based programs in the course of evolution. The overall idea is to equip the rule-based
programmer with operators to track changes, and with transformation properties to reason
about these changes. Throughout the paper, we favoured rule-based notations for SOS
specifications and definite clause programs, but we indicated further notations to which
the approach is applicable as well. (The reader is forwarded to [38,45] to find proof of this
claim for attribute grammars.) Our bias towards SOS and logic programming allowed us
to demonstrate evolution scenarios in the well-understood domain of executable semantics
descriptions.
Transformation properties. Our approach is pragmatic when compared to rigorous trans-
formational program development or mathematical program calculation. That is, our
approach is relaxed in that it allows for evolution without insistence on semantics pres-
ervation. We provided dedicated evolution relations to describe the direction of evolu-
tion, and the distance between an original and an evolved program. These relations were
used directly to define transformation properties for the evolution operators. Preservation
properties correspond to one kind of transformation properties. Normally, transformation
properties tend to come in triplets: preservation, decrease, increase. For instance, evolu-
tionary transformations might decrease semantics (cf. ‘clean-up’), preserve semantics (cf.
‘refactoring’), or increase semantics (cf. ‘enhancement’). There are other triplets of prop-
erties, e.g., decrease, preservation or increase of undefined variables, unused variables, and
productive predicates.
Towards a well-argued operator suite. This paper makes an effort to identify primi-
tive roles of evolutionary transformations. To this end, the paper integrates and elabo-
rates previous work on operator suites for different languages carried out by the same
author [37–39,45,47]. (Such previous work covers some specialised issues that did not
make it into this compilation, e.g., the implementation of meta-programming frameworks
[38,47].) Because the design of the proposed operator suite starts from an abstract cate-
gorisation of language constructs and associated operators, the present paper also makes a
small contribution to the notion of language-parametric program restructuring [44].
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A challenge: a rigorous meta-programming framework. We opted for a semi-formal
style of discussing operator properties. We view the listed properties as correctness criteria
for an implementation, but we did not provide a verified reference implementation. Ulti-
mately, one would favour a framework that helps proving properties for primitive operators,
while properties of derived operators are maybe even calculated. This is going to be a major
challenge for the following reasons: (i) the sheer number of operators and properties, (ii)
the unexplored nature of some properties such as well-sortedness preservation, (iii) the
limited precision of the preservation properties, which implies imprecise properties for
composition as well, and (iv) the self-imposed requirement to deliver a suite for several
rule-based languages. Further work is also needed on the set of primitives including means
of composition or iteration. The present suite falls short for some complex schematic trans-
formations, e.g., the migration from big-step to small-step SOS as encountered in Section 2.
That is, some schemes cannot be conveniently expressed in terms of the primitives. Con-
sequently, we often fall back to free-wheeling meta-programming. The full reconciliation
of an operator style is a challenging open problem.
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